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(The following proceedings were had in the 

chambers of the court in the absence of the jury and 

defendants, a1.1 counsel with the exception of Mr. Hughes 

being present.) 

THE COURT: All counsel are present. 

I called you in„. gentlemens  to tell you that 

this morning we will recess at 11:15, for the noon recess, 

rather than 12100, in order to permit Mr. Manson to, go to 

Department.100 for arraignment in another matter. 

MR. /UNARM: Then, your Honor, I have a motion that 

your Honor annul that order. 

I make a Motion We adjourn these proceedings 

or, in the alternative, that we adjourn and go before 

Judge Lucas in Department 100, if the matter is deemed to 

be beforehim„ where I think it is, so that we maght try to 

convince him -- 

' It is our allegation that the District Attorney 

of Los Angeles County at this time in, this case is 

deliberately -- 

THE COURT: Do you have a motion to make, 1r, Kanarekl 

MR. UNARM YeS,0  your Honor. 

THE COURT;  All right; make it. 

MR. UNARM I have: to 
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TI COURt: Make the motion. 

MR. KANAREK: My- motion, your Honors  is first that 

your Honor voir dire the jury to determine whether or not 

the jury has any knowledge of these proceedings concerning, 

what I read in the paper this morning, which is a joint 

indictment of other people. ' 

It involves the combining• of the so-called 

Shorty Shea case and theilinMai1 case, and my motion is that 

we have, an evidentiary hearing, that we call witnesses, 

that We Call the Deputy DistriCtAttorneys and the District 

Attorney'Of Los Angeles County and the Chief Deputy, and 

that we take evidence, because it is my allegation this is 

done maliciously with the intent to get to the minds of 

these purportedly sequestered jurors, so that they will. get 

some knowledge of these purported indictments. 

And my allegation is it is a. deliberate attempt 

On the part of the District Attorney of Los Angeles County 

to violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, and deprive Mr. Manson of a fair public trial 

that he is entitled to. 

I cite the Court Riedau vs. Louisiana, 

Sheppard vs. Maxwell, Cooper vs, Superior Court. 

The previous cases are United States Supreme 

Court cases; Cooper vs. Superior Court is a California 

Supreme Court case where the California Supreme Court makes 

note Of the fact that prOceedipgs which take place at 
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certain times in a trial can be most prejudicial. 

The adjournment of these proceedings at 11:15, 

at an unusual time, no matter how much we would hope other-

wise, all of this, and all that is going to take place in 

Department 100, will be known to this jury no matter how 

much Bon-Ami we put on the windows, no matter we exhort the 

people at the Ambassador Hotel. It is all over the County. 

Lawyers can't believe it. Lawyers believe that the Dis-

trict Attorney is doing this with the, intent,. because of 

some reason or other, they have lost their equilibrium in 

connection with this case as far as Mr. Manson is Concerned. 

They have lost their equilibrium to the point that there 

is no question, the Only way we can get -- after all, what 

we are interested in -- 

THE COURT: Get to the point, 

•MR. KANAREK: I am trying to. 

THE •COURT: You are just wasting time. 

I have yout motion in mind. I don't need any 

more argument. 

Deny the motion. 

Anything else? 

MR. SHINN: Join it the motion. 

NPR, FITZGERALD: Yes, your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. BITGLIOSI: Tomorrow we will be in session? 

THE COURT: Absolutely. 
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MR, FITZGERALD: A full day? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

(Whereupon.,, the following proceedings were had 

in,open court. Jurors present. All counsel, except Mr. 

Hughes, present. Defendants absent.) 

THE COURT: All counsel_ and Jurors are present. 

You may continue, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. KANAREKt Thank you, your Honor. 

Good morning,. ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Bugliosio  

and co-counsel, and Mt. Munich and Mr. Kay. 

Perhaps it would be helpful for us to together 

work to construct a diagram_here. 

Let's call this a neutral line. 

Lot's call this a criminal ease. 

Let's call this a civil ease. 
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Ao40  If we -- t44.* ix 4usit a feeble attempt to 

oollgtructs  sort 0$ cot A AOtere auOut what reasonable 

4oubt mean*. 

itt other words t 	lete buy* civil cases  she 

were prepohaerance or tbe eviOnoe, here to Acre (lhilleAtIn4 

o4 the ,c4art) Oictutes 4.1.• result for either the plaintiff or 

the 4efentlaht. 

cuU the Our4en is on tile 

PrOmeoLition to kOve Choir o04.4t4e/J.In41 rsasona4Ie aoubt 
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4o the California Le4islaturer  anil the people 

that toured our 14.41 or life, dealc.*4 that the iltrooeoution 

in a. criminal 04410 gust prove law .lerrn$sz ' a u Zt t Oloyon4 

a reasonable doubt Ana toc a. ;Loral certainty. 

And, as Aso-councel'haa so artfully *boas 
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not guilty equals not proven. 

In other words, it is not a point function; 

it is riot a matter that there is a particular spot that 

amounts to a not guilty verdict. 

If anywhere in this area (indicating on chart) --

after all the discussion and joint discussions that we 

as jurors do in the jury room, after we have done all of 

that and we are anywhere in this Area (indicating on chart) 

where the case has not been proven, then we 	call it 

not guilty. 	' 

And it la important -- it is important because 

there Is a tendency by the use of the words not guilty, as 

opposed to the word guilty, there ie a natural human 

tendency that we all have to try, and sort at prove it not 

guilty as opposed to the guilty, but that is not this case. 

In this case there is no obligation. In other 

words, we demean our law; we demean our way of life; we 

demean the very essence of 'criminal justice if we try to 

think in terms Of the defendant proving himself innocent. 

That juat .is 'not .it.. 

So if that applied -- (indicating chart),the 

principles that we are talking about here, there is ho 

doubt whatsoever that the evidence in this case shows 

that Mr. Manson is not guilty. 

Now, Linda Kasabian, it I may I am going to --

Linda Kasabian obviously fits into the scheme of this trial; 
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she is agreat,,great percentage of the Veople's case. 

Now, what restraint waa there as far as Linda 

Kasabian was concerned to tell the truth? What restraint 

was there? 

When somebody takes that witness stand -- if 

I took the witness stand and I deviated from the truth, or 

I filed a declaration with this Court and deviated from 

the truth,, I would be prosecuted for, perjury„ probably 

before the ink was dry on my signature. 

The District Attorney of Los Angeles County 

brings matters before the Grand Jury. The District Attorney 

determines, what charge are brought. 

' What restraint is there upon, Linda Kasabian 

to tell the truth?.  With this District Attorney's Office 

of Los Angeles County, human beings that they are, do you 

think that Linda Kasabian would ever be prosecuted for 

perjury? 

In order to prosecute Linda Kasabian for 

perjury it would be necessary to prosecute the prosecutors 

for suborning perjury if in fact she has committed 

. perjury. 

It is important to realize, because when some-, 

one is oz the witness stand, unless the oath has any 

Significance, a person like Linda Kasabian gots on that 

witness Stand and'zlierely, utters What she'wil;hes to utter, 

even under the beat of. circumstances. 
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But here it •is important to note -- I will try 

to -- I will give the exact citation, to the record in 

discussing this,case, I think if we -- as we discussed 

previously, we will try to forget the personalities, just 

look at the evidenee and the law. 

Forget me, forget the prosecution, forget the 

personalities of the prosecution, forget the personality of 

the Judge and try to only judge. credibility where credi-

bility is important. 

Now, credibility is important when it comes to 

witnesses, and when it comes to motivations, that is when 

credibility is important, 

And whether I am a nice guy or I am not a nice 

,guy is not important. It 14 not significant. 
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I had the good fortune to have a professor 

2 named Benno tritk, an esteemed. gentleman in this community, 
t 

who taught legal ethics at the School:that I went to, 

4 	 He was a referee inbankruptey. 

He told ub, he said, 	you ever nave a 

6 	situation where your image gods up-against your conscience, 

YoU .should, forget about your image." 

8 	 Now, all of us like to be liked. I don't 

9 think there is any one of us that doesn't want to be liked. 

1.1) 	But in this kind of a proceeding, you have to let your 

11 	conscience be your. guide, not what you would like. 

12 	 And remember that what is done in this type or 

r3 	proceeding, as we have said, it i3 an adversary proceeding, 

14 	it is not like scientists. 

15
• 
	 For instance, in the seientifie world, people 

16 	put qieir heads together. That is, a scientist in 

Venezuela will know that a man in BoSton is working on the 

same problem', and ,they.  get together, they cooperate. 

In that field of life there isn't the adversity 

that there is in law. 

Bo o  it is a 'fact of life in law that there is 

this adversity, 

For instance, right before you, the ,phalanx of 

prosecution people and detectives that kept all of us 

from talking, to defense witnesses. Literally like the 

infantry. 
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These are things tO consider when you consider 

the credibility of the witness. 

Linda Kasabian, for Instance, was aware of her 

position in this courtroom. And I think we can leave it 

to those of us that are on the ,Tury tO decide whether we 

bad any opportunity to talk to Linda Kasabian. 

Now, at Page 4762 of the transcript,.and the 

following pages), Ur. Bugliosi asked -- as a matter of fact, 

the first question Mr. BugliOsi asked Linda Kasabian -- and 

if I may just make this point: l think the Court will 

instruct us, I think the Court will instruct us, that even 

though the question is not evidence, the question is to be 

considered in the light of the answer. 

14 

Is 

16 

17 

i8 

That is, the question that I ask is not evi-

dence, or the question. that any lawyer asks is not evidence, 

but before you can give'meaning -to An answer, of Course, 

.we have to consider the questiOn. 

And I am sure that. the. Court will. instruct us 

that that is so,. that the question must be used in deciding 

the case, because obviously the& answer cannot be considered 

'unless yog know what question was• asked. 

the very first question that Mt. Bugliosi 

asked. Linda Kasabian, Page 47621  was: 

"Linda, you realize that you are presently 

charged with seven counts of murder and one count of 

conspiracy to commit murder?" 
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That is the very first question that Mr. Bugliosi 

asked, 

Then the second question that Mr. Bugliosi 

asked of Linda Kasabian, the very second question: 

"Linda, are you aware of the agreement 

between the District Attorney's Offite and your 

attorneys Gary FleischWan and Ronald GOldman?" 

Then Mr. Bugllosi asked this question: 

"Linda, are,,, you aware of the agreement between 

the District Attorney's Office and your attorneys Gary 

Fleischman and Ronald Goldman that it you testify to every-

thing you know about the Tate-La Blanca murders, the District 

Attorney's Offide Will petition the Court to grant you 

Immunity from prosecution and dismisS all charges against 

you? 

"Are you aware of that agreement/ 

"A. 	Yes, I am aware." 
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And X think that we can consider, in discussing 

and thinking about the credibility of Linda. Kasabian, the 

mord nif" that is in that question, because this girl, 

until 	it masuPt until many,many days into her examine.- 

am, it wasn't until well into her cross-examination

that she was granted immunity..  

Assuming for the sake of argument that every-

thing that had happened in connection with. Linda gasabiaa 

VAS on the up and up, that there weren't people like 

W. Gutierrez threatening with the gas chamber. 

don't knoW, l can't say that he did it to 

Linda Kasabian, because we have no record. By that time, 

(=Jeer Gutierrez had probably been given a good bawling 

out for taking a transcript of Dianne Lake. So; there 

is no record of what happened between Officer Gutierrez 

and others and Linda Kasabian. 

• So, assuming the very best, that she came to 

this courtroom, let's say, without having Spoken one 

word with any prosecutor, if we can possibly put ourselves 

in that position of, being on that witness stand and knowing 

that the people who are asking her these questions have 

power to grant hor irmunity fair seven'counts of murder 

and one count of conspiracy,- knowing that, having that 

1.11, mind, is it humanly possible, with the best of intention 

to recollect and candidly send forthanswers' .to questions? 

think we can consider. that as to whether that 
! 
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is humanly possible or not. $even counts of murder, all 

of the attendant surrounding publicity that has gone with 

that at that time, as far as Linda Kasabian was concerned, 

her desire to be reunited with her child.. Was it humanly 

possible. for Linda Xasabian to tell the truth, and knowing 

full well that the same people who are asking her the 

questions ate the ones who would be prosecuting for perjury. 

Having that relationship in mind, for instance, 

COuld my mothet, no matter how bgd I have been, could 

my mother prosecute me for perjury? Could my mother do 

that? 

   

 

10 

11 

 

	

12 
	 It depends on the relationship of the parties. 

	

13 
	 Mr. Bugliosi and Linda Kasabian were on g 

"Linda"Vince" type of relationship. 

I know Pram, the witness stand that she called 

Et. Bugliosi "Ht. Bugliosi." I don't think you will find 

it in this record where she Called Mr. Bugliosi "Vince." 

	

18 
	But there is no question that in this record Et. Bugliosi 

	

xg 	
nailed her "Linda" throughoutthis., 

	

20 	
o, there is'Olat empathy, there is that 

relationship, that we have to consider, that intangible, 
21 

22' 
that which is beyond the written page and beyond the 

2,3 
	spoken word. 

24 

25 

lit -10 " 
26 

And that is why we have juries to evaluate, 

to bring their experiences of life. 
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4b-1 	 As Mt. Fitzgerald has said, would you trust 

Li n& Usabian where your money is concerned? 

S 

	

	
'May I ask yout Can we trust Linda Kasabien 

if this was a small claims action.? 

We ail know that in a small claims court 

you don't even have lawyers. People just get up and, tell 

both sides of the story. 

	

8 
	 could you allow Linda Kasabian to judge a 

9 

	

11) 
	involved? 	 l 

 

	

111 
	 It is something to consider. 

	

12 
	 It is interesting to consider that-Linda 

Kasabian was not' given this immunity at the beginning. 

14 
	'She Wasn't given the immunity until. 	intoller 

15 
	testimony. 

_small claims action where fifty or a hUndred bucks VaA 

Now, if I may go to page '4780 of the 

transcript. And again:, / think the point has already 

been made to us by' Et. Shinn, end I think by Mr. Fitz-

gerald, about the fact that Mr. Bugliosi, I believe, in 

his summation tous, stated what he did state about 

Linda Kasabian. 

Be referred to the direct examination. 

I don't believe, I may be in error, Ht. 

Bugliosi hasn't given us the benefit of his citations 

from the record, and I have found it most difficult to 

try, in the time that we' have to prepare after his 

15 

111 
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16 

 

argument, you can Only-  prepare so much prior to his argument, 

and I must confess that I have difficulty in finding it in 

the record, mechanical difficulty, because of the fact of 

the lack of citation to the page, numbers. 
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So if we can keep th4t in mind, it may be 

significant. 

Vage'4780, I4nda Xasabian: 

"Q %rat was your particular problem why 

yob left )3ob? 

"11 	I didn't feel that he was ready to 

accept myself and the child as .a responsibility.' 

Than Mr. Bugliosi goes on at the bottom of 

• page 4780 -- after I give you some background I will read 

a little about which he says: 

"Did you have Tanya with you at the 

timel 

"A Yes. 

"Q 	You, did bring Tanya with you. from New 

Hampshire? 

"A Yes. 

Did you ever go to live at Spahn Movie 

Ranch in Chatsworth, California? 

"A 	Yes, I did. 

HQ 	On what date did, you go there/ 

"A 	it was July the 4th. 

HQ 19691 

HA 	1 69, Tight. 

HQ What were the circumstances surrouuding 

your going to Spahr. Ranch?" 

Now, there we have the kind of question where 'We 
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can get some kind. of insight into this girl's credibility, 

2 because she now is going to give an answer, beginning at 

8  4782, wherein she has that question in mind, that particular 

question was not answered by her because of a ruling by 

5  the Court. 

6 , 	 But that queStion had just been asked of her 

when Mr. Bugliosi asked her: 

"Who is shown in this photograph? 

-"A Gypsy. 

"0, 	Do you know her' by her real name? 

"A Kathy) 

"cl, 	Does the rime Katherine Share ring a 

7 

8- 

9 

10'  

11 

12 

24 

26' 

"Q, 	You krim her as Gypdt and, Kathy? 

"A 	Also she told me Miniile or 1inone. 

17 	 up, 	Did you see Gypsy bri4gtherin6 or 

18 	 Minono, or whatever you called 'her, the girl 

19 	 shown in Peopletg 28 for identifidation,'did 

20. 	 you see her on the date of July 4th, 1969? 

21: 	 "A 	Yes, Z did. 

22 	 "Q. -141ere did you see her for the first 

28 	 time that day? 

"A 	She was at Topanga Late. 

"CI 	Was she visiting someone in the truck? 

"A 	Yes, she had come to sae somebody. 
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oq 	Who was that? 

"A 	Charlie Melton. 

nr,), 	Had you ever seen Gypsy before that 3 

4 

5 

7 

10 

day? 

"A No. 

'Q 	Did Gypsy have anything to do with, your 

going to Spahn Ranch? 

"A 	Yes, she did. 

"0, 	How was that?• 

"A 	She told me about a beautiful".  imp 

And them was objection, 

And further on, at page 4799, Mr. Bugliosi is 

asking Linda Kasabian: 

"What did Mr Manson say to you and what 

did you say td 4$= 	thiS 'first occasion, jay 5th; 

1969? 

"A - He asked Me why fi had -corne." 

You remember, she ,heal .preciously been .asked 

the circumstances of her corning to Spa.hn Ranch. 

Now remember, this is .J:41Y 5th,:1969. She had 

just been asked what were the circumstances. 

And she now is answering a question: 

-"Mr. Manson," she says, "he asked me why 

had come," and this is what she saysl, 

"I told him that my husband had, rejected 

rile, and that gypsy told me I was welcome here as 

5-3 

6 

A 
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"part of the Tawny's" 

2 	 Naw, the question that we have to consider in 

.connection with that answer, since we know or have reason 

4 ,to believe that she had stolen $5,0002  the important question 

is what was she "trying to convey to us? 

6 	 Does she mention anything at this point concerning 

7  the 05,0007 You can tell from what occurred, in this court-

s • room that that $5,000 was a very significant and important 

9 motivating factor as to Linda Kasabians 

So when she. is sitting here on. the stand dtscussiu 

something that she talked about with Mrs Manson, she doesnit 

12 tell 4s aaything about the $5,000. 

1'3 	 ,All right. Lot's say that she answered this 

14 question tandidly, honestly in that she was only - in that 

15 she only answered what she told Mr. Manson. 

16 	 1.4etls say -- let's look at this for a minute, 

17 	 Speaking of Mr. Manson, she said "Be asked me 

18 why I had come." 

19' 

	

	 Now, she does not mention anything there about 

the $5,000. So, no matter which way you look at it, either 

21 she lied to litc. Heusi:* ;or tale lied„tn, this cou:rtroom , 
• 

22 both. 

23 	 If you take this literally*  there is no mention 
5 • 

here on July 5th, 1969, about the $5,00a, end that is One 
24 

25  of the troubles -- maybe some of us.woliit agree tit h ire 

26 about my analysis 	but same of the troubles with oral 
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teetimony is ther* is tendency on the part a all of us 
to forget it4 

God knows we have. the benefit of the transcript 

here, but still with my notes. and having. gone. over this 

and burnt the. midnight oil, so to speak, X still -cannot 

.zero- in on it as Well as X would like to. 

And so, in the jury room„ regrettably, the 

Barna phenomenon exists. 

We don't have the benefit of' the words. And 

this particular sentence here, this particular sentence, 

maybe it doesn't have the significance that we think it 

dce$6 We think it does have significance because-- because 

there is .no 'mention either to Hr. Anson or to us about the 

$5,.000, and as of July 5th, 19694  

She had already made love with N. Watson on. 

July 5th, 1969, according to, her testimony. 

According to her testimony later ono  on cross-

eXagtinationt  nc mention -of this 45s 4o0 on direct erortrAtion. 

$he had that $5,-000 so much in her mind that 

,X think all of us will ,recall before that 0,000 got into 

evidence, where we al heard about. it, there was a certain 

question, certain colloquy, certain banter by Linda Easabisn. 

Linda Xasa,bian -- may X — maybe we can think 
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about it this ways. 
 

    

 

Does Linda lasablan 	to you like. a girl 

  

look like a-girl that 1qas 	t don't t know how to put it. • 
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. Do you, tk 	that Linda Kasabian, for i4stance*  

bad the credibility, that Dr. Nogiichi had or Dr. Katsuyama? 

Comparing .one With the other, 

Dr. Noguchi and Dr. I(atsuyama, those people --

those people testified in this courtroom. They testified --

they-testified objectively; they do their work; they come 

here*  those particular gentlemen, and they have testified 

—candidly. 
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They are unInterested in this litigatiOn. They 

have no stake in this litigation. 	They are doing their Job. 

They really are doing their Job. They are not trying to 

press for results. 

Can we pay that this is the same with Linda 

Kasabian and other prosecution witnesses? 

And I think that we think of the.banter, back 

and forth with Linda Kasabian, I think we have some insight 

into her credibility. 

BUt this, right at the beginning,the very 

beginning, how can that be answered? 

Page I799, Lines 12 through 15, it exonerates 

Mr. Manson of any'knowledge of this$5,000. 

This girl came to the ranch, came to this area, 

took $5,000, and although some of us may dispute it, looked 

et it one way or the other, Z think we can agree that Tex 

Watson got this $5,000. 

And so, for what it may be worth, I think right 

at the very beginning this shows how this girl was con-

ditioned to answer qUestions, to make statements that were 

dishonest, statements that were to perpetuate the viewpoint 

that she wanted' to perpetuate. 

At Page 4780i Line 5 	let me just develbp for 

a moment on this colloquy: 

"Did you have Tanya with you at the time? 

Trl 	Yes. 

5a-1 
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Did you' bring Tanya with. you 

.from New Hampshire? 

Yes, 

Dia you ever go to live 'at Spahn 

Movie Ranch? 

up. 	Yes. 

It cir 	 On what day did you go there? 

TI 
	

It was July.4, 1969.0  

Now she professes to have a, great love 

for her daughter. She had never seen Gypsy before 

in her life. She took her daughter -- no matter what the 

surroundings were, wa$ Linda Kasabian thinking of Linda 

Kasabian or was Linda Kasabian thinking of Tanya when she 

left the area that she lived with Mr. Melton? 

She professes to haVe great love for her child; 

she has this mother feeling towards the child. Right at 

the very 'beginning she is leaving her husband who presumably 

would have some feeling for this child, and is, going into an 

atmosphere, an area that is completely strange, no matter 

what that might have been. 

I think that even in connection with this 

professed love for her child that there is dishonesty. 

She went wherever she went because Linda wanted 

to go where she wanted to go. She did not think of Tanya* 

'hose of us who are on the fury„ who are mothers 

or fathers, would we upon an instant'a notice leave, take 
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19,609 

our children, our child out of a home atmosphere, whatever 

it might have been, in that truck? 

Tr the mother lashed to leave, she could leave; 

and if she wished to have sexual experiences, or new excite- 

ment somewhere else, because of her 	whatever it might 

have been betWeen herself and ( Mr. Kasabian, if she were not 

a selfish person she would leave that child somewhere where 

it would be in good bands,‘bUt not just take tie' child, 

take the chile out of whatever home atmosphere that was, 

no-matter how humble it may have been or no matter how 

sordid,and just on an instant's notice leave. 

But I think if we look at circumstances here, 

I think what was in back of Linda Kaaabian'sland, here, 

was, "fere is an opportunity to get the five, grand." 

In other words -, in other words, Linda sees 

in Gypsy, and here we have, I think the heart of this -- 

We have been told that Mt, Manson is 

manipulating people. If we look, X think, at the mosaic, 

if we look at the detail of what went on with Linda 

Kasabian, and look upon what Linda Kasabian has done in 

her lifetime, Linda Kasabian, I think we will conclude, is 

the manipulator. 

Linda Kasabian 441 the person who can, get a man 

like Joe Sage to pay the money that he paid, and then she 

doesn't even return to himl 

Certainly we can assume that her relationship 
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"two days." 
6. 

The interesting thing here in this is that we 

are in a court ot:law,,aa.Mr. Fitzgerald has said, we are 

in a court of law, and the prosecution has alleged-  a 

conspiracy of two dap 	two days is'What has been 

alleged as far as the cOnspiiraCY:gOes. 

Now, I think that in considering this case, 
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with Mr, &age was at emotional relationship, and because of 

her femininity, this is a fair inference, this is why 

Mr. Sago paid this money and she even defrauded him of 

that after she had obtained from him what she wanted. 

think that something we should consider is,  

21 . 

that this is important, and As we proceed to go through the 

evidence here I would like to focus attention upon the 

fact of the two days, because no matter what else the 

prosecution-would have us believe, we certainly have a right 

to rely upon what the charges are. 

Since they have spoken of these two days, let's 

keep that in mind as we go through and analyze the evidence, 

because Linda Kasabian has stated, I think all of us 

will remember, Linda Kasabian has Stated that she did not 

know(f any intent to kill. 

Now, she at that time was, the prosecution 

alleged, Was a co-conspirator. She was a defendant in 

this very courtroom. 

Now, if she was a defendant in this very 

18 
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courtroom, and she was a co-conspirator and did not know 

about the conspiracy, this is significant! 

When she went out,she professed up and down 

from that witness stand,that she did not know that there 

was going to be any murder on what we have called the first 

night. 

This is significant, and something that we 

should consider. 

Linda Kasabian has throughout her testimony 

indicated that she had rho' conCept of time. Throughout her 

testimony she told us that time did not mean anything to 

her; that dates did not,meth-anything to her. 

. Any time that you tried to determine from her 

when something happened, slie'sal.d that she did not pay 

any attention to time. 

Now, when Linda Kasabian was first spoken to 

by the prosecution, presumably her memory would be much 

fresher than it is at the time when she comes to court many 

months later. 

16 
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In determining reasonable doubt, burden of 

proof, and all of that, it is significant that the 

prosecution had the power to record every word that Linda 

Kasabian uttered. 

They chose not to. Their chose not to record 

every word that she Uttered when they interviewed her. 

Now-, whatever their reasons may be, it means 

that we are deprived of tritical information in this 

courtroom. We can't tell for sure, we don't know for 

sure, even assuming that Linda Easabian is telling the 

truth for a moment, with her concept of time as she says it 

is, how do-we know? How do we know when anything occurred? 

Whether it Occurred? 

If We look at .Page 4977 of the transcript: 

"On the date August 8, 1969, Linda, 

were you still living at paha Ranch/ 

tT 
	

What was the date/ 

nq 	August the,  8th,' 1969. 

nit 	I presume." 

Now, then, the next question: 

'I.At any time during the day, do you 

redall Mr. Manson saying anything about helter 

skelter?.  

"THE WITNESS: May I ask you something? 

"THE COURT: /Ia. Just answer the question. 

flq 	Do you recall my last question, 
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"Linda? 

arA 	No." 

Now, the Court is going to instruct us, one of 

the instructions;  or a part of One of the instructions, 

is goiig  to contain language to the effect that these 

conspiracies are alleged, or this conspiracy is alleged to 

have taken place on these two days. 

o MR. BUGLIOSI: Your Honor, that is a misstatement of 

law, 

MR. UNARM Well, your Honor, this is going to be 

the Court '.s instruction, and I haVe the instruction which 

your Honor has approved. 

THE COURT: You don't need to argue about the 

instructions;  Mr. Kanarek. They will be read by the 

Court to the jury, and the jury will take its instructions 

solely from those and nothing else. 

Get to something else,- 

MR. KANAREK: ,The Court is going to instruct us con- 

cerning the fac-that the conspiracy is two'days. There is 

no question about it. 

THE COURT; That is not ah accurate statement;  

Mr. Kataret. 

MR. KANAREK: Well, then; your HonoriI have it, 

and if I may -- 

THE COURT: Get on with your argument, sir. 

MR, KANAREK: May I have a moment, your Honor? 
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Nay I have the indictment, Mr. Darrow? 

The charge that the District Attorney has made 

in this case clearly involves conduct of these two nightd. 

Now, of cOurse, I mean, there is no question 

that we must take the law -- it is going to be in package 

form when we go into the jury room -- Count VIII of the 

indictment states that, "On or about the 8th through 

the 10th day of August, 1969, at and in the County of 

Los Angeles, State of California, the said defendants, 

Charles Manson, Charles Watson, Patricia Xrenwinkel, Susan 

Atkins, Linda Xasabian and Leslie Sangston, did willfully, 

unlawfully,.felonioUsly, 	and knowingly did conspire, combine, 

confederate and agree together with other persons whose 

true identity is unknown to commit the crime of murder, 

a violation of Section 187, Penal Code, of California."' 
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And then the indictment recites overt acts 

The first overt act occurs on August the 8th, 

They recite four overt acts which I don't want 

to belabor us with, but the last one is August the 10th. 

There is no question about it that this con- 

spiracy.to commit murder is a conspiracy of two days' 

duration that the prosecution is alleging, 

MR. BUGLIOSII That is a misstatement again, your 

Honor, 

THE COURT: Mr, Hanarek, that is not an accurate 

statement. 

MR. UNARM: Then I would ask -- 

THE COURT: You may argUe0.if you like, that the 

conspiracy existed for any particular time, or not at all. 

That la not the point. But your statement is inaccurate, 

MR. KANAREK: May I ask the Court in which way it is 
inaccurate? I would like to be as accurate as possible. 

THE COURT: Let's get On. 

The jury wiILbe instructed, and you have a copy 

of the instructions. 

KANAREK: I don't know, I just read the English 

language. Maybe,  some of us dOn't agree, but it seems to 

me that from August the 8th to August the 10th. 

Let's put it this way. Let's say that you were 

a defendant -- any one of us could be a defendant -- and we 

get a piece of paper from the District Attorney's Office 
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that tells us that between August the 8th and August the 

10th we are accused of conspiring or doing something. 

Fairness, or whatever, common sense, tells us 

that these are the charges. 

Is there anything in this record, is there 

1ything in this record to- Show any murders other than 

August the 8th thrOugh,AUgust the 10th, 196.9? 

In any event, the important thing that I think 

we should consider is that there is jUst no showing of any 

conspiracy. 

We have to Considrthe motivations 'of the 

people who bring these charges. 

Now, the people who bring these charges, who 

brought these charges in this case, they want tO get 

Charles Manson, for some unGodly reason, which I think is 

related to Manson's life Style. 

Even the prosecution doesn't contend that 

Mr. Manson was present when any of these events occurred. 

So what do they do? The District Attorney has 

the power, has the naked power, to file any charge that he 

Vidhes. 

Why doesn't the District Attorney forget about 

the Conspiracy charge?, Why do they put the conspiracy 

charge in there/ How many times can you hang a man or_ gas 

a man? 

They put the conspiracy charge in there to 
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confuse us. That is what they put it in there for. 

They put it in there. Why don't they let the 

chips drop where they may and charge Mr. Manson with seven 

counts of murder and let us decide that? 

because they want to confuse the jury. That is 

the reason they put the conspiracy charge in there. 

They are insulting us as Jurors. They are 

saying we don't have anything there on the seven counts Of 

murder,. so we will throw in this conspiracy charge, becal4se 

.3.a conspiracy is the kind of thing that the Jury won't under- , 

11. stand. 

They are depending upon us as jurors to become 

befuddled. They are depending upon us to become idiotic, 

and they are depending upon us to be ignorant when we are 

jurors, 
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This is. Why the District Attorney brings that 

conspiracy charge there: -Beciuse the law of conspiracy 

has got a. lot of words in it, and Its 44 en attemptto.get 

Mr.Mhnson no matter what, because they feel that there is 

no charge against him. 

And I think we can show,. we an show if we,• 

look at thi,S evidence., that there is no conspiracy. , 

They have alleged two dais here, the 8th 

through the 10th. 

The Court, on occasion after .occasion, has 

restricted statements, statements of various witnesses 

that have been. restricted tai the declarant only. 

Time after time ,judge Older bas said, and we 

all haVe heard it, has said that these statements are to be 

admitted only against the person who purportedly uttered 

the statements. 

'Mich brings us to an interesting point, and 

that is.that. evidence does not equal fact. Evidence is 

not fact. It is only when we on the jury decide that 

certain facts occurred or have occurred. That is the only 

- 
time that evidence becomes facts; 

,And when evidence' is admitted against one person 

only, by definition -- by definition -- we can't use those 

statements to prove a conspiracy. 

now, of course, it takes a lot of were., and 

it is boring, and there is no flare to it, but a lot of 
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things take a lot of work. There was a lot of drudgery 

in building the Golden Gate Bridge, and there was a lot 

of drudgery in, building Hoover ram, or whatever it might 

be called now. And drudgery is necessary sometimes. 

Real-life trials are not Petty Mason-type 

  

    

  

trials. 

   

7 

 

If we look at the evidence it this case, we 

find, for instance -- and it takes a lot of work when you 

  

  

have got 19,000 pages of transcript ,-- and those of us that 

  

10 

11 

12 

 

are on the jury here have a lot of work ahead of as in 

going through these matters, it is not an easy job. -- statement 

after statement in this record reveals the Court ordering 

that those statements not be used against anyone except the 

purported declarant. 

What does that #ean? It means that you can't 

use- those statements that are admitted only against one 

person to prove a conspiracy because, by definition, a 

conspiracy requires more than one person. You can't 

conspire with yourself. 

Se, therefore, the statements that ate purportedly 

Mr. Manson's statements, Mr. Manson's statements from Paul 

Watkins tad Mr. Jakobson, for instance, those statements 

cannot be used to prove a. conspiracy. 

As to- Susan Atkins, there is not one iota 

of evidence that Susan Atkins partook in any of those 

statements. There .is no Showing, that Patricia Xreuwinkel 
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I . partook in any of those statements. There is ao showing 

that Leslie Van Eoutea partook in any of those statements. 

a- 

	

	
And again, when you. boil it down to the two 

days involved, there just is no oonspiraoy. 
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You take these 19,000 pages of transcript and 

analyze it the way we should analyze it because of the 

charges that have been brought, and I think that we are 

in agreement that we will not find any conspiracy. 

Now, if anything that I say up here is mrong4  

incorrect, the jurors are the ones to decide whether or 

not this is sp. But I think, going through this trial, 

where is there a conspiracy? 

And if we look at the motivation behind it, 

why the District Attorney has done it, I think that we 

have fair reason to believe it is done to muddy the waters. 

It is a red herring. It is done to confuse you. 

And I don't think that we should be confused. 

don think we should allow ourselves to be insulted 

when we become jurors.. t don't thinkthat we should allow 

ourse+ves to be part, of a sit ation where 'the sole purpose 

is an attempt to be subtle. 
j  0 	 * 

Now, at -the bottom of page .4977, Linda 

IgAsabian -- now, Mr.. Bugliosi, in connection with -7 and 

the reason, I think, that we should _consider' the relation* 

ship between Et. Bugliosi and Linda is because of,the 

leading nature of Mt. Bugliosi's questions: 

At the bottom of page 4977 he says, he asks: 

"During the day of August 8, do you 

recall Mt. Manson saying anything about Hater 

Skalter?" 
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After having just been asked thae question 

before, she says, she_answers: Yes, I do. 

Then, at page 4991. 

lin& says 

s ' 
	

"Well, Charlie was standing there when 

she gave me the driver's license4" 

	

7 
	 Referring ,tq Breridt'VicCann, 

• 
"No, thiS was before.. I couldntt find 

a knife. I remembered seeinggl One in the saloon, 

	

10 
	 and it wasn't there, 

"Then, I believe his name was Larry , 

he was half white and half black, he•wasn't really 

t member but, you know, he as sort of halfway 

it. between. 

"He wasn't a member of the Family:  

yoU.say?' 

°A 	Yes. He gave me a knife. 

	

18 
	

n4). 	All right. - 

":.k' Then Rrenda came along and Charlie 

was with her;  or they were'standing together in 

a group;  and -she gave me the driverts license, 

and;Charlie told me to go with Tex and do 

what Tex told me to do." 

How.*  if this was a conspiracy in connection with 

Halter Skelter and these conversations occurred on,  the day 

thet 	Bugliosi would hime us believe that they occurred, 
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why 'hasntt the prosecution brought in Brenda? Why' hasn't 

the prosecution brought in Larry? 

Why was it necessary, why was it necessary for 

Linda to. inject gratuitously that Larry was half white and 

half black?'  

In 19,00pages oftranscript these things are 

lost unless we think about them in- detail like this. 

It is very itefficiett4 it is boring, I repeat, 

but ,that particular colloquy, for instance, is gone forever 

unless we cOnsider it. 

Maybe it isilt important. Illaybe we shouldn't 

consider it,. But herd% We- have Linda 	the.  witness. start& 

giving Mr. Bugliosiws opening. StateMent. 

That is what she is -doing: 	has been 

programmed. Why does she inject, at .that point, that . 

Larry, is half white and half black? 

Because Nfr. Bug ,cosi,, iti speaking with her, 

spoke` about Tom-Toms. Mr. Busliosi 

MR: )311GLIOBI: There is no evidence of this, your 

Honor. 

KANARBK: This is afair inference,, your Honor. 

THE CO M: We will take our recess at -this time, 

ladies and gentlemen. 

Do not converse with anyone or form or express 

any.opition regarding the case until it is finally submitted 

to you. The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess:) 
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TIC COURT: AU counsel and jurors are present. 

You may continue, Mr, Kanarek. 

MR, KANABUI Thank you, 

Now, in speaking with'  Undaltasabian 	first of 

all I would like to juit• say,.!'wo all Say that what is 

going on in this courtroom is serious business., We say 'that. 

We verbalize it& 

Now, in other fields oflife„ architecture, 

engineering, business, insurance or whatever it may be, 

the drama or the flare has no place, that is, when a guy is 

sitting doing his job in a businesS establishment, we 

don't ludo him on his publiespeaking ability. 

We should not judge these cases on someone's 

publici..speaking ability. 

We are not here to be entertained& 

I think we are all in agreement that notwith- 

standing the intense Interest in this case; that half of 

the courtroom consistS of the press; we are not here to be 

entertained, We are here to solve a problem, a very human 

and a very real problem, and if at times it, gets rocky, 

it isn't because we haven't prepared it and tried to ferret 

out the high points from what may be called trivia. 

It is not that at all,. 

The very nature of"the process. requires a 

certain amount of ditch digging. 

I am sure when General Eisenhower was doing 
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whatever be did for D.Day, there was a. lot of drudgery, a 

lot of detail. 

Why was that invasion succeSSfUl? Because of 

the staff work that was done)  the hard drudging kind of 

staff' work, and that is what we are here for in this ca0e. 

We have 19,000 pages of transcript. There is a 

lot of drudgery involved in it, We dontt wish it to be that 

way; we wish it could be entertaining, but I am afraid that 

it cannot be becauseof the ntture, the very volume of the 

material that we have, 

Now, very, very sighificant in this case --

because of Unda Kasabian,s place in this ease and 

because of the evidence in this case that was brought tO us, 

the Court is making a finding as a matter of law that she 

is an accomplice. 

Bugliosi it his opening statement to us, 

and in his Voir dire of the jury, spoke much about acCom-

plice and all of that, 

So we have passed the hurdle as• to whether or 

not Lindaa-Kasabian is an accOmplice. She is. No matter 

what Mr. Bugliosi stated in his opening statement to us 

about how the jury may have to determine this and that 

about an accomplice, this is a fact of life, she is an 

accomplice. We are going to be instructed to that effect. 

Now, the COurt is, going to instruct us that 

using Linda Kasablan's testimony, if it is used at all, it 
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should be viewed with distrust, 

That Court is going to tell us something about 

corroboration. In other words, the Court is going to tell 

us that Linda Xasabian's testimony must be corroborated by 

other evidence. It must be corroborated by evidence that 

is independent of Linda Kasabian, and I think that we can 
it 

consider the opening of Mr. Bugliosi 	flow s/Mr. Bugliosi 

was making a speech tO the Kiwanis or the Rotarians, just 

discussing things, human events or, more or less, *Nat 

speaking to a group of people just for the interest 

involved,that would be one thing. 

But it was something else when the prosecution 

does not discusB the law. 

When the prosecution, merely dieeuases the 

evidence in a vaccum -- Mr. Bugliosi, outside of first 

and4econd-degree murder that he had on the charge here 

before us, outside of that 	Bugliosi did not ask us to 

apply the law to this evidence, to see where we,go from 

there, because that is what we Are when we are jurors, We 

are judges. 

We take the law that the Court gives us, we 

apply it to the evidence and we come up with the 

result. 

That is circumstantial evidence, we think. 

The weakness of the proseCutionYs position, the fact that 

they don't discuss the law, ,they discuss the horrendous .. 
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the horrendous bloodiness of ,t;all. 

So if we can, let's think about the law for a 

moment, the law of corroboration. 

Now, Linda Kasabian must be corroborated, 

Now, that means not only her, oral testimony but every 

exhibit, every piece of physical evidenCe that the prosecu-

tion presented to us is part of what must be corroborated. 

Now, if X may, for Just a moment, for instance, 

let's take this wallet, 

Now, phis wallet does not corroborate Linda 

Kasabian. The reason it does not corroborate Linda 

Kasabian is because this wallet and ail that it stands for 

or does not stand for is before us because of Linda 

Ka8abian's testimony. 
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In other words, the law akcorroboration is not 

limited, as we said, just to the oraltestimony.,, 

Before Linda Kasabtan can-be ce'rrebOrstedi we' 

need items; we need exhibits other than exhibits that she 

testified to. That She testified about.,  

A, picture of Sharon Tate, for instance. 

Let's take the picture of Mr. rrykowski for 

'a minute. 

That picture does not corroborate Linda Xasabian 

for this. reason: 

That picture 
is  not tied in to any defendant 

except by way of Linda Kasabian. 

The fact, for instance, the fact for Instance 

that Mr. rrykowski has passed away. That does not 

corroborate Linda Xasabian. The only thing that corroborates 

Linda Kasabian, or the only kind of things that can 

corroborate Linda Xesabian is evidence that: 

(1) Connects the defendants with the alleged 

crimes and; 

(2) That connection must be independent of 

Linda Xaiabian. 

For instance, you take the picture of Mr. Vrykows 

Now, the way that that picture could be used to corroborate 

Linda Kasabian would be if someone' who was not an accomplice 

Mr. Garretson, Who has a strange place in these proceedings, 

someone who was not an accomplice, viewing the same scene, 
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viewing 11Y. Orykoutici and, let's say that he 'Says that it 

happened the way Linda Kasabian said it happened. That 

would be corroboration. 

The picture of Abigail Folger. That does not 

corroborate Linda Kasabian because the only connection 

between these defendants and Abigail Folger, the only 

connection is Linda Xasabian. 

There is no one to say that that picture 

represents anything that Linda Kasabian would have as 

believe that it represents. 

So it mould seem to me that the prosecution 

would bring this up, would discuss these matters. But the 

prosecution has seen fit not to. 

Now again, we have the Mallet here. We have 

pictures. 

We have the pictures that we saw yesterday, 

and those pictures -- those pictures, gory as they are, 

are not really the' pictures that -- that that -- apart from 

the fact that it inflames our mind,.those pictures do not 

show us, do not giVe us the analytical material to judge 

this .Case. 

Dr. NoguchilS pittures"arediffarent., 

But _again, Dr. Nogiichils pictures 'do not 

corroborate Linda Kasabian. 

In the law, and we are sitting here as jurors, 

we are sitting as judges, and, there Is no' question abOut it, 
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the word "corroborate and "corroboration", those are 

technical words., Those are more than just technical words; 

these arc -- these principles of law are there to protect 

all of us, because history has shown that people who have 

much to gain, people who are alleged accomplices, human 

nature being what it is, cannot be depended upon. 

That is why in a civilized society we have these 

principles. 

Now, the reason that Dr. Noguchi -- Dr. Noguchi 

does not corroborate Linda Rasabten in any sense is because 

Dr. goguchits diagrams do not connect the defendants with 

the alleged incidents. That is the reason there is no 

corroboration. 

But if we look at Dr. Noguchi's pictures, and 

having in mind Mr. Bugliosils previous mhibit„ the e:lhibit 

be tad here on intent, and so forth, letss talk about 

murder. 

.9 

ii,:  

4 

5 

15 

16 

If we look at those pictures, ve see 'whoever 

did whatever happened 	first of all, the premise here 

is, there is no question.about it, the prosecution does 

not contend that Mx. Manson uaS present at any stage of -- 

Well, let me back off so I can try to-make 

it as correct as possible. 

Tyr. Bunliosi and the.' prosecution do not contend 

that litr.:11anson vas pres,enA. vhen anyone vas krnod. 

h r4 tugliosi said that in his opening statement,, 
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and that is the reason that the conspiracy charge is there, 

to befuddle us. 

I will try to discuss that. 

Now, Mt. Bugliosi has put before us the 

intent. Mr. Bugliosi says that the aforethought, the 

Specific intent to commit murder, he says, must be premedi-

tated, must be done with malice aforethought. 

He is' telling us that aforethought is some

kind of word.; that we don't have to be concerned 

about. . 

Well, we might take exception to that because 
; 

I done t think that we. Would be using law that is antique. 
• 

We ate using live present law. 

And I think the word ".aforethought ,1` ,ther4*. 

is a Word which is not dead. 

• r imagine for some.  reason, 	 .4.'0)41 

point, I don't know, bat I think we can consider that. it  

has. meaning, otherwise we would not be 'Using it.' 

But when we looker the pictures that Dr. Noguchi 

and D. Kattuyama gave us, Without the blood -- as a 

matter of fact when we look' at those bloody pictures,. 

outside of inflaming us, they don't give us any facts. 

• We See blood, I think all of us on occasion 

have cut .ourselves. It doesn't take much blood to look 

pretty bad. 
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So, a physiciano  because Dr. Noguchi is a 

physician, he specializes in pathology and specializes in 

his particular field, he'll; a physician. Dr. Katsuyama is 

a physician.. You wipe away the ,veneer of blood,, and then 

you, get to the detailing, yoU:get to the part where we can 

talk intelligently, where we tan diseuss the problem without 

emotion And l think we must- come to the conclusion, 

looking at the number of stab wounds here, that whatever 

was done here was a personal type of thing with the 

person who did it, or whatever persons did it. 

Let's take, for instance; a particular stab 

wound;  series of stab wounds. When the Mafia, or when 

Someone, goes out, when someone ,goes out and orders a 

killing, you don't see these types Of wounds. 

Now, Mr. Bugliosi would have us believe that 

Mr. Manson, at a time when he is sleeping with kgirl,a 

new-found love as Mr. Bugliosi puts it, Stephanie Schram -- 
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	maybe.it is utcramu .1•••••• S-c-h-r-a-m 	if never did_ get the 

exact way she preferred to pronounce it -- he had a new. 

found love on those two days. There is no question. He 

got a traffic ticket in San Diego, 

And we are talking about specific intent to 

dommit murder. 

During these two days, Mr. Manson was very 

much taken up with this girl. And the nature of the 

man-woman relationship is such, and in the context or 
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these proceedings and what happened here, who would best 

know? Who would best know? 

Stephanie Schram was a purported member of the, 

quote, Family, unquote. 

There is not one word elicited from Stephanie 

Schram concerning these' events. -  And he'Was intimate with 

her. He had just met her. And although thistay.violate 

some of your principles that some of us may have concerning 

transitory tan-woman relationship6, he had just met her a 

few days before and he was sleeping with her tore or less 

continuously. 

This is a factor, thiS is a circumstantial 

factor which is most significant at the very time of the 

seven counts of murder that is alleged, and the very times 

that this alleged conspiracy supposedly came into 

existence and supposedly came to fruition, 

St', Mr. Bugliosi, in connection with 

Stephanie. Schram, he - goes to the extent of speaking about 

her being hit over the heads  Manson, hit her over the head 

with a rifle butt at the,Barker Ranch some time later.--

why does Mr. Bugliosi put that in? 

Does he put it into evidence to prejudice our 

objective analysis for us so that We can have some kind of 

feeling against Mr. Manson because of this kind of 

activity? 

What kind of inference, what kind of 

inference do you have to make? BO, many  inferences do you 
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have to make to use that to accuse Ni'. Manson of murder 

and conspiracy to commit murder weeks before that? Keeping 

in mind at all times that we have the underlying doctrine 

of reasonable doubt, which Is the doctrine that sort of 

Permeates everything else that we talk about here,. 
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Zo, wo get back to intent. What we are 

Speakink4 of now, intent. 

Looking at those pictures .- I don't want to 

disturb 	Darrow right now to zat them out -- but when we 

100X ct those pieture3, study them over, what we Suggest 

is, perhaps, that you put the horrible looking pictures 

l'At the horrible looking pietuies aside and analyze,  

.one of Br. Noguehi's and:Dr. KatZuyIlials;diagrams and 

see:' pates that show Speifit :intent of the person doing 

the adt?- 

This is something to consider in connection 

with_ this case. 

I don't want to in any way detract from the 

passing away, the fact that these people Passed'away, but 

to eltraet the kind of testimony, the idle statement by 

Linda Xasabian that if she could do anything, she would 

do anythingto not have had this oesur, I mean, is that 

meaningful? Is that meaningful? 

I am not going to- dwell upon that. I certainly 

hope that we are all in agreement that none of ut -- none 

of us-- wanted anyone to pass away. And 1 am not de-

tracting from the right of these people to live and all of 

that. 

But that is not the Problem. That is not the 

problem. What we are trying now is a case in which we .are 

trying to determine what responsibility, if any, 
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criminal defendants have. 

So, when we. get to the corroboration, when we 

get to the corroboration, remember, there is very little 

evidence in this reaord to corroborate Linda Kasabian. 

As Mr. Fitzgerald and Nr. Shinn have stated, --

and we wish that Mr. Bugliosi had so stated -- yo4 put 

aside everything connected with Linda Kasabian, and then 

you see: Is she corroborated? 

Now„, that means this wallet, it means the knife, 

it means everything that she testified to, everything 

concerning what she testified. You put all of that aside. 

You can't use the exhibits that are dependent upon her 

alone, and you can't use exhibits that are not dependent 

upon her alone unless there is an exhibit that someone who 

is not Linda Kasabian ties to these defendants. 

This is the- analysis that we think is correct. 

And if we da that., 	then try to find out what it is, 

what evidence is there. 

Now, Ar. Bugliosil 'now that 'we have brought up 

this subject, undoubtedly will tell you, and he will harp 
1 

upon the word "slight.'" Because Fudge Older is going to 

instruct you that that evidence which does corroborate may 

be slight. 

Now, what slight is in the context of any trial 

is up to the trier or fact. Those or us, the 12 of us that 

are jurors, are the ones to decide what is slight and what 
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is not slight as far as corroboration goes. 

And What is Slight and what is not slight has 

to be taken in the context of that which is to be 

corroborated4  

Now, when We go through this record and go 

through these exhibits, there is very, very little evidence, 

if any, to corroborate Linda Xasabian. 
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Now, I thinli.we ..spoke of this briefly yesterday. 
. 

We have wthibits anif we have testimony. 

should probably put down on the board here 
„ 	- 	- 	- 

Linda 

should keep in, our 

minds. 

An exhibit is inanimate. 

This is one of the paradoxes of our Judicial 

system., We take these exhibits- into the jury room but we 

do&'t take the testimony into the jury room. Maybe some 

Clay it will be changed. But we are handicapped in the Jury 

room because %le can't remember everything that was said 

concerning-  •g particular exhibit. 

And yet, .really, it should be the. other way 

around, 

I think we should take the testimony in rather 

than the exhibits, because the 'exhibits, they are sort of 

'physical items Which are there, andthere is a tendency,. 

there Is a tendency on. the part -of all of as, to forget 

'the words that are associated with these exhibits. 

Anci.yet these ,exhibits have no significance until they are 

Correlated by way-  of oral testimony.. 

Now, we all remember, fOr instance, the 

allusion to thongs and leather in this trial. 

Now, looking at the cross Section. tout:Wel, 

I think, Mr. Shinn and $r. Fitzgerald both, I am not sure." 

the word '"accomplice" and "L.X.!' for 

These are things that we 
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but one of them at least spoke about this. 

We have scientific knowledge today. That is 

probably part of our problem. It is probably that we have 

too much scientific progress. 

In the old -days, 4...Itundred: years age, people 

spent 	they had mere Ame -7,-; they had to have more time 

to till the soil, and, they didatt have time gor some • of 

our modern conveniences. 

Anyway, we have scientifi6 knowleid0 that has, 

Pellet beet knoWe to flan. 
.fl 

I look at 4 dross section here of this leilther 

thong, and I say to wself, not knowing that this is for 

sure, but it seems to me that there must be, I think it 

is fair to infer that if we ean de what we do with finger-

prints, if we can. do what we do with hair, we certainly 

can take a cross section-- and maybe this was done --

this is another defect in our system, is to have the 

investigation done by that part of law enforcement which 

wants to see a certain result, and if something happens 

or something takes place which may not help the prosecution's 

case, we may never know it -- but in any event, this cross 

section, it would seem to me 	i,f 	from the 

same hide as that which. Was found around Leno La Bianca, 

that there would be some kind of scientific know how in 

this connection. 

Abiopsy, we all know, for instance, in cancer, 
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A person can look perfectly normal, but they run biopsies. 

They do whatever they do. They stain the cells, and if 

they react a certain, way, somebody looks through a micro-

scope and they say that this person -- God forbid -- has,  

cancer. 

Now, by the same token, it would seem. that we 

could run a biopsy upon. this leather and, as I say, perhaps, 

this was done. 

It doesn't seem unreasonable to us to .do that. 
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. 	- 
Instead, what db we have? We have the preStige 

and all of us 	all of us are indebted to law enforcement. 

There isn't one of us.that hasn't been protected at some 

time or other by what law enforcement people do. They, go 

out there and they put their lives on the line. There is no 

question about that. But we ask the impossible of them 

sometimes. 

Just picture the position of a law enforcement 

officer being ,eked; Is this thong similar to that which 

was found, which purportedly tied up Mr. La Bianca/ 

Are we getting evidence? Or are we, getting the 

prestige, and are we getting feedback to Us, the love and 

affection- that all of us have for law enforcement? 

Is this fair to us to have that kind of a 

question asked of a law enforcement officer, people who are 

in the Los Angeles POlice Department? 

Because this is such a subjective determination 

as to whether it is similar or not. 

And what is happening, the prosecutiOn is 

relying, .once again, upon the impact, upon the picture of 

Mr. La Bianca with his hands tied behind him, and they are 

relying on this similarity to bootstrap this exhibit into 

some kind of evidence against Mr. Manson. 

And yet, this is not corroboration, because this 

piece, which is Exhibit Ito. 95, even this piece doesn't 

at all connect Mr. Manson with any crime. It doesn't 
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connect Mr. Manson with thisany More than any one of us 

who may have leather on his or her person. 

And I think that 're dan look and see what is 

the reason that this is put into evidence. 

Is it really put there to convince our minds, 

or is it put there to convince our emotions? 

And that brings us to the great, you know, 

incredible, incredible emphasis upon Mr. Manson in this 

case. 

For some reason or other, for some reason or 

other, this case has been made the kind of confrontation 

we dontt,need in this country today. 

What we are today in our daily lives, we have 

so many pressures, we have so much time having a good time 

that we' forget, we forget our history sometimes, 

This country was built upon. dissent. If `we 

n look at the formative years of this country, the fantastic 

m dissent that occurred in this country. Fantastic dissent 

19 occurred between Thomas Jefferson and those who didntt 

20 like Thomas Jefferson. And if' we read some of the history 

21 . of this country, it is incredible the names that were 

22  called back and forth. Some of the people that we now 

23 revere. 

24; 	 The alien and sedition laws were declared 

410 	25 unconstitutional. Certain things that started out, that 

26 , made the United States great, and dissent was one of them. 
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Now, it is utterly unbelievable this confron-

tation that this ease has cria:ttid rust to, get Mr. Manson. 
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,Beca.use.Mr Manson. ''sitd • on 'a thought,' an idea s  r 

whatever it maybe, that some people don't like. 
r 

Thingi that were bistoribally no good -- there 

was a time, there vas literally a time in the days, of 

Benjamin Franklin when you could be thrown in j ail, thrown 

in jail for a goodly period of time for what was called 

criminal syndicalism, just because two people wanted to 

get together and have a trade union or something like that. 

That occurred in our early history, things 

which once, at one time in history, were unaccepted, 

have become accepted. 

sow, ..1 am not saying -- I am not fostering 

commune living. 	am tot saying -. I don't think that any 

of us bete necessarily ate advocating that people live 

together the way Linda Kasabian hag lived for quite a few 

years. 

• But, to take a man and submit a human being to 

what Mt. Manson has been submitted to, beclouds the issue. 

The prosecution-in this case, by injecting this 

confrontation, is trying to get us to condemn a life 

style, which may be it .should be condemned, but it should 

not be condemned in a court of.  law: it should not be 

condemned in a court of law where someone is charged: with 

murder, because, if we look at this conspiracy- that they 

have talked about, they have talked about a conspiracy, 

really, what is the purpose of this conspiracy? 
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9-2 Conspiracy is a war, according to the prosecu- 
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tion. 

The purpose of this conspiracy is to create 

same kind of a black and white war. 

Veil, that is specious when you look at it or 

many reasons. If I was going to create a black and white 

'war I would leave the LOS Angeles Sentinel at the Tate • 

house. The Los Angeles Sentinel is a paper which is put 

out by people in thb black commhnity and presumably only 

bladk.peopId read it*" 

I would do something. to create an image that 

.e. black person was there* 

Maybe I would. drop a,piature of Cassius Clay, 

or maybe Iwould drop a picture of someone else*  Martin 

Luther King. 

I would put evidence there that would make it 

clear that it is. black people that ,-,. 

TEE COURT: Mr. Kanarek, 	indicated to counsel, 

We will recess at 11:15 this u4nini rather than 12100 

oiclock. 

The to 4t will recess 641,4445 this aiternoah. 

.Ladies and gentlemen, do-  tot converse with 

anyone or form or express any.opini*regardIng the case 

until it finally submitted to you. 

The court is now in recess until li45;:, 

(Noon recess,) 
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1970  

1:49 P.M. 

(The following proceedings are had in open 

court. All jurors present. All counsel except Mr. Hughes 

present: Defendants absent0 - 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

You Mai'continue„ Mr. Kanarek. 

BR. 'UNARM Thank you; yOut Honor. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I think that we would all 

agree that there is a normal human tendency to, once you 

hear something along a certain lini, for instance, Linda 

Kasabian spoke, what she told us, once it gets into our 

gray matter, there is a sort of human tendency on our 

part to accept that as the ground rule, that is, the 

battle field, so to speak, that is the areathat we have 

to talk about. In other words, we more or less automati-

cally accept that as some kind of a format. 

But I think, it we look at our experiences in 

life, and along with the evidence and circumstances, I 

think we might come to Some other conclusion. 

It is interesting, it is interesting, and I 

mentioned this, in Our law,, each defendant has his or her 

own lawyer, and I am not here, my function here is 

strictly on behalf of Mr. Manson. 

What I am going to allude to now is only by 
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way of reference and by way of illustration, just to try to 

age if we can arriNte at some points. 

• 140 will notice that Abigail Folger has defense 

wounds on her hands. 

I am not referring to Dr. Noguchils very 

detailed,: very detailed, autopsy, and specifically this 

chart pertaining-to 	Folger, 

Now, if I may 	am having a little 

mechanical problem here because of the size of these 

ekhibits 	now, if we look at Sharon Tate, however, we 

find no defense wounds. No defense wounds on Sharon Tate. 

Now, we can, S think, make-some inferences 

2 

4 

5 

6 

9 

11.  

12 

from this. 

There is before you purported statements by 

Susan. Atkins that she stabbed Sharon Tate. 

Whoever stabbed Sharon Tate - forgetting the 

People involved 	thinkwe cap,infer that Sharon Tate, 
. 	, 

she has no defense wounds op her hands,. Sharon Tate was 

field by someone and stabbed, if We tike Dr. Noguchios 

evidence here, and stabbed while, she was held. 
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I think 	again I want to emphasize what 

Judge Older has instructed 4s, that the purported stateMents 

of Susan Atkins are only to be used in connection with your 

assessment o Susan Atkins. 

Each defendant is entitled to an individual 

judgment by each, juror. There being 12 jurors, four 

defendants, eight charges, I mean, simple arithmetic will 

tell us how many separate decisions there have to be made. 

Now, I think that we can consider the context--

forgetting Linda Rasabian completely -- just looking at the 

pictures WO +NW for getting any defendant, Dir, Fitzgerald .has 

said no one is contending here that these people did not 

pass away because of external means. 

5o it would appear -- it would appear that Susan 

Atkins' statement, you could argue, and I think argue with 

same certainty, at best is a braggadocio type of statement. 

It is a statement which I. donl t believe Dr. Nogadhi's 

evidence substantiates, 

In, whatever way Sharon Tate passed away, she 

had no. defense mounds 'upon her. A single person acting 

along, by himself or herself, and looking at the wounds 

that 8haron tate received, it is incredible -- 

I am not referring to those bloody pictures, 

because those bloody pictures would not show you the 

detail that Dr. Nogucht shows yoU.: . 

I think it is. clear that Sharon TateT a arms were 
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held by some force When she passed away,. 

And again, my purpose here is riot to try 14r. 

Watson, My function here is not to damn Mr. Watson.. 

My function here is merely to look at the 

evidence, My function here is not to sit in judgment 

of anyone, and I don't pretend to sit in judgment of 

7 anyone. 

8 	 however, just looking at the situation,as it is 

9 set forth here, it would seem like that 	it would seem 

io  like -- you Saw Mr., Watson' here in ,court. You have heard 

zz hitt described, You have ,seen pictures iT perhaps you have 

Yz not seen the picture of him -- but in any event Mr. Watson • 

is a male. 

• 14 	 ptasuraata7 he has, more - Strength than a female. 

• 1.5'. 	 The proSpc4iOn. has charged Mr. Watson in this 

indictment along with Linda Xasabiani, dna ratjuir than this 

Ki • being -- rather than this being the kind of situation that 

Mr, Bugliosi and the prosecution'evionid have 'us belieVe that 

this is, I think that we can come to =re" pr9gaic,i ,although 

20 less dramatic conclusion. :  

21 	 Linda Kasabian liked men, there is no question 

22 about it. 

23 	 Linda Kasabian first made love with Tex Watson, •  

24 
she says, on July the 4th. 

0/- 	
Linda Kasabian, I think we can infer, gave 

26 ,$5,.0.0t)to Mr. Watson. Linda. Kasabiaars'total contacts  total 

1 

'.2" 

4 

• 5 

6 
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contact with the' people at the .Spate Ranch, was 'very sMall. 

in time, that is, very short in tme. 

Outside of Linda Kasabitkus gratuitous and —

we will go through the record — we can see she say-s, fpr 

instance, that lir. • 14.anson had this supposed great control 

over her-;  and a few instances later she says everything she 

did she did freely and voluntarily. 

So sometimes the circumstances and the situation -

is much mere powerful in telling us what really oecurred 

than. the mere words that are uttered from the witness stand. 

Now, Linda Kasabian, and I think we can certainly 

assume that the prosecution in this case, the prosecution 

in this case certainly knew about this knife, and in 

connection with the direction of Linda, KaSabian, in connec-

tion with the way this was portrayed for us here, the 

prosecution was not too eager to lot us know about this 

knife. It was not injected into the proceedings the. way 

Some of us may think that it should have been.. 

By that 1 mean 	think we will all recall 

that this knife, *which is without blood upon it — this 

knife is without blood upon it: 

If we take the mere words of Susan Atkins that 

she stabbed, Sharon Tate, maybe to impress someone in the 

jail, whatever her motivation may be, just assuming that 

she said those thliigs, is that consistent with having an 

absolutely bloodless knife? 
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a 
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Supposedly if you believe Linda Kasabian, Sadie, 

Susan Atkins was given this knife in the midst of some kind 

of a something or other that involves all. kinds of bloodshed. 

Uhy 1,0 there not a drop of- blood upon this knife? 

Because Linda Kasabian was inside that house-; 
, 

that is why there is 	anyblood'on this knife. 

If we look at the probabilities, Mr. Fitzgerald 

or Mr. Shinn, one of them or both cif them spoke Of probabili-

ties. 

Linda Kasabian had known' Mr.,; Manson a month. 

Linda Kasabian says that when she got to that particular 

point in the doorway she saw that -- she realized at that 

instant that N. Manson -- that Mr. Manson was not God. 

She uttered those words from the witness stand. 

sow, in this connection 	in this connection 

1 think there is a picture here which is most significant, .  

.and, that is this pieture, p4,, People's Exhibit.94, which 

is in evidence. 

This picture and the testimony of Mr. Granada 

proves conclusively that Mr. Frykowski„ who had a blood 

type, as we recall, a B blood type, completely different 

from that of Jay Sebring, Mr. Granada wade it clear to' us, 

there is no question -- here iG circumstantial evidence that 

cannot be refuted. 

This is Jay Sebring' s blood. This is not the 

kind of blood that is just trampled out upon the sidewalk. 
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Jay Sebring was here. You don't leave ,blood 

the way it is set out Q11. this photograph, by just a. transi-,  

tory dropping of blood from one person. who has been in 

close contact with another person. 

There is just no question that Jay Sebring 

was there,' and the more reasonable interpretation of 

anything that Linda Itasabian said is that when she heard 

wbatever she heard, she said she heard if she heard, 

she went into that house. 
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I think there is no question about it. 

Linda Kasabian's love for this knife is 

reflected other places in this testimony.: 

I believe it is Danny De Cario who testified 

about Linda Kasabian's affinity for that knife. 

12-1 

• 
3 

.6 Linda Kasabian, wasn't .going 'to part with that 

7 knife. 

Just looking at it, forgetting' that she is' now 

4 Witness for the prosecution, she had that:knife, she'tel;s 

p us, with her a very libnig, long time. 

iz 	 Now, I think that it is a fair statement that 

i2 it Linda Kasabian. was there at all, Linda Kasabian may not 

is have partaken in these proceedings the way she says, I 

14 : mean, we certainly are all agreed, we are not bound by her„ 

15 what she utters from the witness stand, and, the presence,  

16 of this knife inside the house, coupled with her statement, 

IT she had to have a reason for not going into that hOuse, 

and she tolls uS that the reason 	and this is what taxes 

19 ' 'our Oredulitir -- the reason is that at that instant she 

tp,  realized that Mr. Manson was not God. 

21 	 I don't want to belabor it, but other counsel 

2t2 have gone into it, after this so-called sudden light, she 

did a1 the things that she did. 

Now, if Linda Kasabian Was inside that house 

25 -- and I-think that we can certainly surmise that she was, 

26  there it no question about it, there is no.question about 
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that being another fabrication on her part in connection 

with her testimony before us here. 

What is there other than that? 

The :love of a girl for a boy. No matter what 

might be said about Mr. Aanson, you have seen Mr. Manson, 

and Mr. Manson certainly, gets alonz with girls okay. The 

testimony, independent of Linda Kasabian, Would indicate 

that. But herei if we look atjust,the plain old human 

circumstances, who is Linda Kasabian cleaviPsc toreallyt 

She is cleaving to Mr. Watson. 

The magic, the boy.-girl relationship, the 

affinity of one for the other, l think we can assume, just 
r 	, 

from the circumstances -- she had given him $5,000 

Mt. Watson .was in that house, and let's assume, let's 

assume for the sake of argument, that Linda Kasabian heard 

something coming from that house-. She ran into that house 

to protect Mr. Watson. 

Of all of the people that she want with, that 

she went with on that journey that first night, who did 

she love the most/ Who was she closest to?  

We can assume Mt. Watson. 

He was here, He loOks to. be an American boy 

that would be the type, about the right age, tor Linda for 

some kind of chemistry to exist between Linda Kasabian and, 

Et. Watson: 
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Now, the Court will instruct you, and counsel 

have. indicated, if there are two reasonable inferences and 

one points fo r  guilt and one points to innocence, that we. 

should adOpt the inference that points to innocence. 

Because of this, what ue have talked about here, 

in human affairs you can't pinpoint things with great 

accuracy, so, therefore, this principle of law applies. 

But, it applies even greater, because it is 

unreasonable., it is unreasonable in tht context of all of 

Linda.Xasabian's testimony; for her, at that instance, 

to have realized that Mr. Manson wasn't God. 

There is another interesting thing. 

Mr. Bugliesils questioning involved Tex, and 

it s•h'owe.d the relationship between. Mr, Bugliosi and Linda, 

the fact that they have spoken with each :other. 

Mr. Bugliosi arranged for her to be takenOut 

of the .premises. They had dinner, T think, or something 

like that, while out of the premises of Sybil Brand. 

Page 5029 of .the transcript, He is referring 

now to 'the first night. He is saYing, beginning at 5028: 

"'As you drove Off from the Spahn Ranch" 

at Ling 10 -- "As you drove off from the' Spahn Ranch, 

Linda, did you know what your destinatiOn was 

going.  to be? 

"TUE WITNESS: No, X did not know where 

we were going." 

We have spoken about that in connection with 
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-er answers. 

You did not ask them, what they 

It (it  Did they indicate to you in .any fasliiOn 
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were going to da? 

nak, 	No, T did not." 

Then the next is significant. 

What thei mere going to do?" 

And remember/. this is in the clantext, again/  

that the-Court is going to say ,-thetqiiiida Kasabian is an 

accomplice as a matter of law in this cake. 

any conspiracy. Here is an alleged,conspirator who doesn't 

know where she is Virg. 

114 

where you 

• 

114 

Did you ask Tex-  or Sadie or Katie 

were going? 

. No. 

Was your answer no? 

NO. 

Did you know what Tex /  Sadie and 

Katie - were going to do that night?'r  

Pardail me. The. Court sustained an objection 

to that. 

• Line 5 at Page 50299 

• n4 	Did you ask Tex or Sadie or 

Katie what they were going to do? 

114.  

Then the Court tells Linda Kasabian to delay 

fr. 
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ttQ 
	

Did they indicate to you in any 

fashion what they were going to do? 

"THE WITNESS: Yea., Tex said, we were 

going, to a house --" 

Now', Mr. ,Bugliosi interrupted Linda Kasabian' 

at that. 

"Mr. Bugliosi: g7 Wr She was talking again -- 

"Yes, TeX,  -said,  we were going to a house. 

"Mr, Bugliosi: 4 	Well, now, did, 

. they ii dicate. what you Were going to do is what - •

I am concerned with, , 

No. 

"4 Y.. The question4-,Lindo," , ,-- this is the 

next question by Mr. Bugliosi, and this is at Page 5030 

"The ques#on, Linda'i is did. 'Tex, Sadie, or Katie 

tell you what they were going to dO that night? _ 

No, they didn't*" 

e, 	'3  
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Now, there was that answer where she started 

to say that Tex told her something,•  and she changed it. ' 

She changed it in the apace of a few seconds. Something 

or other clued her in that she was supposed to say some-

thing else. 

Now, this testimony, like all testimony, eaa 

be read back to you if anybody 'wishes to have it read back. 

I =reading this right from the record. it 

takes more time,. but I think that we get the detail of it 

much better than my broad brushing of it, much, better than 

My editorializing, or any lawyetts editorializing. This is 

the raw material. This is why we have been here for six 

months. 

Now, Linda Kasabian tells us -- and mewill 

that supposedly Mr. 14.an6mm:told.her to do what Tex tells 

get to that -- she tells us 4. - Vo. have spoken of it alteady 

her to do, or words to that effect,. "Do what Tex iaya." 

Vet we know, and I mean. we: willread it later 

On, in her own handwriting, in her own handwriting; 

papers which we received in the middle of the trial,' 

she says words that are the opposjte of that. She, said 

she never heard this kind of a statement from Ir. Manso 

aboutilr. Watson. 

Now, again, which is'more significant, thai 

which the wrote out or that which she uttered in this 

courtroom? 
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The fact of the matter is that throughout her 

testimony she makes it very, very clear that she didn tt 

know, she had no knowledge whatsoever, about what she was 

going to ADA 

She started to say something about Tex, and 

Mt . Dusltost interrupted her at that particular point in 

the transcript:. 

Now, Linda Rasabian is a girl who was at that 

ranch about a month, and when we talk about domination and 

we talk about the ability to manipulate people, looking 

back in our experiences in life, have we seen anyone who 

has gotten hts or her : way in life, rode roughshod over 

other human beings, including the "welfare of her own 

child, than Linda Rasabian? 

Who was manipulating whom? 

Linda Rasabian, who is a girl 'who hitchhikes 

from 'here to there, has the capacity to go to another 

state, entice a man to pay money so she can come back bete 

and get a child that she wants -- she wants that child. 

For what reason? 'For what reason? For some feeling that 

she has for the child? 

I suppose she considers this, this feeling that 

she has,, a feeling which, is"-r.  she probably may well 

consider, from her viewpoint, that,:thiS, ads be4t for ,the: 

welfare of that 411144. But it is Interesting-to see how 

Linda Kaaahian managed to manipulate the courts of these, 
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Vnited States. 

In Boston she was convicted of a narcotics 

offense. She got probation, and walked out of the courtroom* 

She comes to this court. She manages, where 

she is deemed an accomplice as a matter of law, she 

manages to get complete immunity for seven counts of murder 

and this count of conspiracy. 

She comes to the courts of California and 

perpetrates a fraud upon the Juvenile Court. 
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Certainly, certainly there is no question she 

did not tell anyone at that time concerning these events, 

but she wanted to have physical possession of her child. 

She stepped upon Mr. Hannum, a_gentleMan who 

evidently was a new man, a new ranch hand at the.Spahn 

Ranch; he bearlygot there and she used her femininity to 

get lir, HannuM's car, supposedly to drive somewhere, and 

the car ended up in Arizona with a note, supposedly Some-

time later, nhat you can cote and.  get your" -- essentially 

wrecked oar, somewhere in New Mexico. 

"YoU.tan come . pick up your car.„  

This record is clear that she promises 

Mi. Sage some.kind of alliance, a man-woman alliance,which 

'she backtracks on. It was something about her going to 

South'America or something with Or. Sage. 

She then wends her way back by way tif 

.Miati, Florida; she wend$ her way back to Boston, and she 

applies for relief. 

She told us at the beginning that money meant 

nothing to her. Money meant nothing to her, but neverthe-

less, when she had the oppOrtunity it turns out that money 

did mean something to her. ' 

And I guess -- I guess - that.  .$ 400.6 that 

was given' to Mr. Watson was the kind of titUation that when 

a guy likes a girl or a girl likes a guy, these kinds of 

things happen. 
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And Linda Kasabian on the night --assuming that 

she was there, assuming that she was there, went out with 

the intent to steal. 

Certainly the record indicates that she went 

there for the purposes of creepy-crawling, as she puts it. 

Now, 	connection' With Linda Kasabian, there's 

another Series or circumstances that are Most significant-, 
. 

of the people that are before-this courtl'the people that 
-4,..,, 	,-T, 	... 	. , . 

are .before this pourt Who'were aTreste0',on 4ugust'16, 1969, ,_. . -, 

Ito 

• 

1,5 

...,....,..... 
	 C! 

. • 	,-,..--., 	,---, 	._,... 
----XI\ 'liana oriv.  41.1-,Ss Krenwinkel, Susan At 	..,- 

.,,, ,,,,44,.. ,. 	- . •,:.\:/.. 
Leslie Van li-guten,. But Linda' Kas'al5lan anct Tex Watkon ire-14e 

,...-- 
net arrested, and I think.it it a fair inference when Linda, 

., 	 . , 
Itaiablan took, Fir.fliarjhum.Ls•A'ar, whereVer/she went, if she 

went ,in Kr.,flannuirs:bar4,,thdt, grk-tp. con\llas with her. 
• _,,,  i 

--',,. - 	- It we -104 at it -we 	ok at it. again kn. rlits 

	

, ,:ri---\ 	 __., . 	,,,,, ,. 
'''''..-,.._ 	_ 

cif natural humannPiopensitie 	
--L.,. , 

. 	. 
-10 

k f.  

„. Mr. Watson wm"tiarrested on August 16th. 

Linda Kasabian was-not arreOpd on August 16th, 

kinda Kasabian, (probably be-cause of the money 

. xs 

1.9 

-'she had given Mr. Watson, 

was, she.had some kind Of' 

whatever it may be, whaieve 

to go somewhere,with„Wai: 
• ' 

^ We have 	lanothing before us. We 

have nothing before us o Shew wh6re Mr. Watson was on 

d whatever their relationShip 

-- she had some kind of a-desire, 

t-Ely-haVe been the motivation, 

29: 
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Mr. Bugliosi and the prosecution-will tell yoU 

that at .some later time Mr, Watson was at the Barker Ranch. 

But on August 16th„ two significant people in 

this litigation were net arrested at the Spahn Ranch. 

5 Those people are Tex Watson and Linda Kasabian. 

6 ; 
	

I really don't know how to describe it, but 

7 the enormity of what this. girl has told us in terms of, 

8 just being a human being, is incredible. 

To be able -. to be able to see what she said 

she saw and not try to save the life of a fellow creature 

shows a ,callousness that is beyond belief. 

12 
	

If we would take Linda Kasabian's mord for 

33 what she says, she could hate saved the life of Abigail 

14 
	

Polger. 

What could have prevented the death of Abigail 

. 16 Polger? According, to Linda Kasabian, according to 

17 Linda Kasabian the people that she was there with were her 

- friends, 

39_ • 
	

According to her, if it happened the way she 

says it happened, all she had to -d0, all she had to do is 

remonstrate with some other person. 

She could have saved the life of Nr, Vrykowski, 

23: if we believe her statement. 

If we believe her statements, Abigail rolger 

was yery much alive when she came through that door, and 

26 from Linda Kasabianls statements, if we believe Linda 
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Xasabian, there is no question that all she had to do, all 

she had, to do was do a little hit'of saying., trily, there, 

what's going on here? Stop1" 

Instead she tells us she wanted to stop; she 

tells us now from the witness stand that she wanted it to 

stop. 
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NO one, even taking her story just for the 

moment, assuming her story, could there be a more callous 

human. being in this whole wide world? 

Just if we can portray it as just any family 

quarrel, or-where ve see someone we know getting embroiled. 

Take the situation. in a restaurant or a bar. 

'We have seen it, all. 02 us, many times. Someone has a 

few too many drinks in bar; someone we know, maybe someone 

we don't know, whoever the aggressor nay be. 

Wig. have seed it all. Someone gets embroiled 

with a stranger. You say -- the person who was interested 

in the welfare, whatever it may be, even of their own 

friend or relative, remonstrates with the person, remonstrat s 

with him, "Stop it. Don't db it." 

What earthly reason was there for Linda Kasabian 

not to have stopped thin? According to her at that instant 

she already then realized that Ilk. Manson was not God. 

Why didn't she act on that? 

we know that that is not so. At all times 

Linda Kasabian is thinking of No.1, and there Just is no 

question about that. 

The callousness of this particular person is 

beyond belief, and she then tells us that she was not in 

the house. 

Now, whoever was in that house with Linda 

Kasabian, would be someone who may or• may not have been 

' 
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the defendants -- they may or may not have been the 

defendants in this case, speaking, ttow' of the three 

female de-fendants. 

- The prosec4iory '-- the-  prasepation. has . told • 
• 

us that - the prosecution went to'great extremes to vet 
to convince you that Mr. Garretson could UQt haVe he-ara.  

could not have heard what happened in that house_. 

We have gregarious types bf pebple. 

We have Sharon Tate, who is a lady who obviously 

liked people, entertained. many. people. 

We have Jay Sebring, a person who obviously 

liked people; he was in the hairdressing business. There 

•is na question he was not an introvert. 

Mr. Vrykowski and Abigail Folget, they evidently 

were people who got along well with their fellow human 

being-s. 

We have, Mr. Parent there, and again what I am 

going to say '1 say with the utmost -- I mean 1 say it 

reluctantly, belieVe ate, 1,1m sure you do believe me when 

I say' it, reluctantly, but t think some of these things 

we should discuss. 

ht. Parent: came there supposedly to sell a 

clock around midnight. 

Paw, Mr. Parent is also not on trial here. 

There is great probability, a great probability that there 

were other people on those premises besides Mr. Garretson. 
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As W. Fitigeraid: has so correctly pointed out 

in connection with the amount of cocaine there, we can 

assume -- 'we can assume there was some kind of narcotic 

activity going on on these premises, the type of people 

that deal,id those things, the type of, people that deal in 

those things ere not people who will tome forward to tell 

it the way it was. 

There is a great probability that there were 

other people on those premises at some time daring this 

proceeding. 

Those glasses, for instance, would be -- I 

gather the prestription'of the glasses was sent world wide, 

or something like that.. 

Who knows what happens on those -- forgetting. 

the partiCular people involved, there is a tendency to 

face, as somebody has said here, on that part of the 

iceberg that is .above the water, and through no fault of 

any of us, all of the people that were on those premises 

have not been named, people who deal in narcotics, no matter 

' what they sell, would not -- could. not for their own, 

;personal welfare, as they view it, could not come forward. 

I don't wish to say that any particular person 

, Was'deAling in narcotics on the Tate premises, but never 
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thelest there Vas something going on there. 

Xhe Coroners .... well, from' the Coroner -- blood 
vas taken, and there vas found 	be, narcotic content in 
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the blood of Abigail Folger and Mr. Frykowski. 

Whoever was on those premises, whenever, at the 

particular time these events ocCarred, those people, as 

say, for their own personal reasons cannot come forward. 

And how do we know that Tex Watson did not go 

there because of some narcotic man? Mr. Watson -- Mt. 

Watson is a zenticmen who is obviously a personable boy. 

Ur. Bugliosi mould have us think that be was 

some kind a-  -- well, he calls him, a robot or an automaton. 

Mt. 'Watson did not appear to be that. Be 

is a boy ;ho clearly managed to waive the processes of this 

court for some extended period' of time. 

He is not on, trial here. I think, that we have 

to step back a little bit and take a look as to exactly 

how stupid Mr. Watson is. 

Nowl  W. Watson —you see; the difference 

between Mr. Manson and' Mt. Watson is that Mt. Watson has 

an all. American bc4 aPpeerace, ant. all American boy 
T  

appearance, and Itm sure -- ltm sure 	now, Mr. Manson 

sure, Mr, Manson -- Mt.' Manson has intellect. lit, Manson 

has -- has, I think, has qualities which 7- qualities 

which some people may disagree with, but forgetting dust 

for `,s, moment Mt.Manson as such, 

Considering the community, that is, Wilson, 
Terry Melcher, the people that Mt. Manson associated with 

that might not accept Charles Manson, might well accept 

Tex Watson. 
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Mr, Watson, I-thinkwe- can assume, indeed 

Visited Dennis WilSonls l oiiey 'if he had anything to dO 

with Terry Melcher and the people invOlvea, that Mr, Watson, , 

was perhaps wheeling and dealing dr doing and going many, 

zany places where Mt. Mans9n, would not'be acceptable 

because of his'appearance. 

It is fair to assume 	remember, assuming again 

that Linda Kasabian -- we can only work with what we haVe --

this is about the time that Linda Kasabian would have run 

out of LSD or what ever, 

Linda' Kasabian te11.i ug again of an unbelieV-

able set of circumstances. There she has this 1965 -- in 

1965 she has ingested LSD, and these hallucinatory 

taterials on a regular basis. 

Yet, when she comes to the Spahn Ranch she 

comes to the Spahn Ranch 	and one of the precious items 

along with the $5,000 that she took was some LSD, or as 

package of LSD.. 

Linda Kasabian cotes to that ranch and she 

tells us -- this is another aspect for us to consider in 

connection with her credibility -- she tells us that she 

only took LSD once in that period of time. 

What would be the reason that she would stop 

a course of conduct that had gone oh for years? 

What reason would there be for Linda Kasabian 

to stop this course of conduct during the time she was at 
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the Spahn, Ranch, excepting in tag courtroom she wants a 

posture 'of being a good witness. 

She wants to pay for her immunity by saying the 

things that are expected of her. 

Now, what we, are talking aboUt new -- there is 

no explicit proof in theyecOrd cencerningthisl  but when 

Linda Xasablan and Tex Watson were together,' how' o we 

know what they talked about? We dont know. 

Bugliosi, Mr. Bugliosi did not in his 

examination -- and again, this goes 	this goes again to 

the reasonable doubt, burden of 'proof, presumption of 

inndeence type of thing that we have spoken of. 

No one here made our iaw; our law is what it is. 

The burden is upon the prosecution to extract and produCe 

and prove people guilty of Murder and -conspiracy to 

commit murder. 

Why was. Tex Watson neglected? In this trial 

he was neglected by Mr. Bugliosi to the point of 	to the 

point that it just Stands out. 

He was neglected because Mt. Bugliosi and the 

prOseeution recognized the.  law of circumstantial evidence, 

They recognized that the prime mover„'as far-

as they are concerned, whatever their viewpoint may be in 

this case, is Mr. Watson, hilt they have to sort of tippy-. 

toe whet it comes to Mr. Watson because they :have adopted 

a position about Ni'. Manson, that Mr. Manson is the over-all 
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some kind of a -. some kind of a Lord imperial emperor. 

And when you look at what was_ going on at the 

Spahn Ranch; when you look at it from the prosecution's 

own witnesses, it appears that there is a constant flow 

of people; there waa a conatant flow of people in and out 

of this ranch area. 

And Mr, Watson and Linda Kasabian, they met 

each other, they liked each 'othex:, and they did things 

together. 

But if we would look at,Mr. Wat$On, the 

prosecution case crumbles because instead Or 	it 

the way it is concerning Mr. 'Watson, they solicit a fear '  

:questions from witnesses, from witnesses that Mr, WatOn 

was some kind of a puppy dog. 
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I think that some of the most powerful men in 

history -- I am trying to think -- I read of a quiet 

dictator the other day, I forget now who it is, recently a 

man who ruled a country -- maybe it will come to me --

this man hardly speaks. 

Mr. Salazar, who ran Portugal for many years, 

he hardly made a public appearance. I think that he was 

dictator of Portugal from 1928 until his death in the very 

recent past. 

A persons personality and strength in what 

they wish to do is not dictated by how many words they 

utter or what they say. A person can have a very powerful 

personality and have a very powerful influence upon his 

fellow man without uttering a lot of words. 

Mr. Bugliosi solicited from a few witnesses 

statements concerning Mr. Watson being a puppydog. Weil, 

letts see how much Of a puppydog Mr. Watson really is. 

- Mr. Watson;  according to Linda Xasabian, 

Mt. Watson is the first man she met' at the Spahn Ranch. 

Now, Mt. Manson is supposed to be the be-all 

and end-all of creation among everybody at the Spahn. Ranch. 

But Mr. Watson is the first one she met at the Spahn 

Ranch, Mr. Watson is the one that she gave 0,00 to. 

Tiro Watson is the than that she went creepy. 

crawling with. ' 

Linda Re :Bahian would have us believe that 
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Mr. Manson - just ruled this establishment.with an 4ton fist 

at the zame time that he is engaging in sexual activity' 

with Stephanie Schramm, and prestmably with other ,girls. 

There are only many hours in the day. You 

camtt be in bed with a girl as much of the time as 

Stephanie Schramm. indicated that Mr. Manson was in bed with 

her And go about and do the kinds of things that the 

prosecution in this Case Is indicating that. Hr. Hanson did. 

And I think if ,,we could possibly -- iI we could 

possibly — go through this transcript — I4111Ch we can t 

410-  -- 	can't .go over it, we omit have it in the jury 

room,— vie_ will' find that in 'connection with the two days 

qtiestiOn, that in ,connection with those two 'days in 
I 	' 

question)  there are iractioaliy'no uttdrances by Mt. Manson. 

rractically nothing by Mr. Manson in connection with these 

two, days that' is.  afn ahritinificance to anything that we 

have.had in this triali 

Nair direCtini yOur 4tteAtion to page 5286 of 

the. transcript. Mr. Bugliosi is questioning Linda Kasabian. 
lig 	The second night you did not know 

what was going to happen; is that correct? 

"A 	Yes, _I did. 
"4 Did you want to go along with W. Manson 

and the others.= this second night? 

"A No." 
The_Court again states: 

"Delay your answer." 
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u. o, T. , did not want to go. My intentions were 

to go to the waterfall. with, Gypsy.. 

'4 	Why did you go along with Mr. Manson and 

the others?", 

Then another question before she answers. 

She says.' 	, 4 

"I lost the question. 

Why did you go alng if you did not 

want to? 

X443 

6' 
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10 IltA Because Charlie asked me and I was afraid 
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Now, other than Linda Kasabian 	and:' that is 

why I think if we look at the circumstances rather than mere 

utterances 	other than Linda Kasablaft's mere statement 

that was afraid to say no, what circumstance substantiates, 

what was there, what force was there upon her to make that 

a true statement that was afraid to say no'? 

Is that a true statement? 

It gets. back to the matters that Mr. Fitzgerald 

spoke to you about. 

She says she Is afraid to Bay no. 

Is there any kind of a Showing by any prosecution 

witnesa of any intimidation of Linda Katabian?‘ Is t#tre 

any evidence that Linda Katablan was pressured? 

Now, when she uses the word afraid, a-f-r4-1.4„ 

that word doesn't mean that she is going because she 

worships Charles Manson. She says ahe is going because she' 

is afraid to say no. 

Now, at this point she has already seen the 

light. She saw Mr. Frykowski standing there, she says, 

next to the bushes. She now knows that Mr. Manson is not 

f4od, according to her. And she is now afraid to say no.. 

She doesn't tell us why she is afraid to say 

no , She doesn't give to any reason. All she does is 

utter the words that she was afraid to say no. 

Then she goes on and states: 

"As Yo4 and Mr. Manson and the others drove 
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off, did he say anything to anyone in the car?" 

"Well, as yOU were driving off, or shortly 

after? 

11% 
	

Shortly after he said something.. 

What did, he say? 

He told' us that we were going to 

.go to two different houses.in two, groups. That 

he would go in one group and leave another, group 

off." 

New, that 14 the bare words that this. lady 

utters. 

She 12 telling us this, she is telling us. this 

before there is any kind of an approach to the True 

residence, 

AccordingtO her, this is being told.to her. 

before, long before,, they get to the' area in Lbs`Feliz. where 

the True,reaidence 
, 	• 

Now, if l ,. may get a particular eihibit. txcuse 4  

me Just a minute. 

There is a very 'interesting set, o 'facts in 

connection with the true residence that proves that 

Linda Kasabian 	whether yoU call it probabilities or 

what-not -- is not leveling with us. 

She tells us that Hr. Manson. made no mention of 

the True residence prior to the time that they, got there. 

She tells ui that When she droVe up 	pardon me' we. 
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when the car drove up -- I forOt'who was driving it, 

Manson or someone. else -4 When the car is driven up 

and that IS where thesords of the transcript are so ,  

significant, the exact words 51)o :utters -, she *eaYs it 

is Harold Trueis house." 
5. 

Now, at that pap; at :that point -- and-later 
6 

on in her examination it takesit.clear at Oat point 
'7 

'there had been no discussion between her and Mr. Manson 

or anybody else, about Harold TrUe. 

$0, the question immediately revolves around a 

point: Who decided to.  g4. to Harold TrUets house? Did 

Linda Kaaabian decide that or did someone else decided to 

.go to Harold 'T rue's home? 

Again, Tex Watson and Linda Kasabian, there is 

no question about it, were, great friends 

TEE COURT,: We will take our afternoon recess at this 
15 

.16• 

17 

19 
until it is finally submitted to you. 

20' 

The Court will recess for 15 minutes. 
21, 

(Recess.) 
2g,  

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse 'with 

anyone or form or express any opinion regarding the cede 
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15 

17 

TM' COURT: All counsel and Jurors are present. You 

may continue, Mr. Kanarek. 

MR. UNARM Yes, your Honor. 

Just briefly as to these pictures by the 

Coroner, by Dr. Noguchi and Dr. Katsuyama. 

The 'wounds as to all of these seven people art 

wounds that show a personal kind of involvement as far as 

the, person is concerned that made those wounds and I 

think, as we suggested previously, there is the planned type 

of killing. 

This is not the way that planned types of 

killing occur. Vto, sure that we all agree to that. 

And there is nothing in this record whatsoever 

that 'Woad indicate any kind of a conspiracy as to these 

types of mounds. ,,, 

The prqsecution has tried to convince us of 

some = kind of,  a conspiracy, and going back to Linda Kasabian, 

page 

	

	of the transcript, ,question by Mr. Bugliosi.: 

to this point 'watt Manion, or did 

Manson tell your or indicate to you that he wanted 

to go to any paiticular place that night? 

"TM WITNESS: No, he didRit ,tell me he 

wanted td go to a particular place. 

11 Q 	You seemed to be driving around left 

and• right per his instructions? 

"A Yes. 
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:2. 

"Q 

	
At no time did Tex • give you any 

inStrtiptiPnEi.? 

3 

7 

Then 'On" page =5z88 	pardon me, 5277; page 
) 	 t f 

5277 	actually 5266: 

"Q 	B HR. BUGLIOSI: You, stopped in front 

of a particular place, lAnda? 
• • 

"A --Yes, we• aid. 1— 
Itcl 	Were you in front of a home? 

"A Yes. 

"CI, 	Was it in a residential area? 

II  A 	Yes. 

"Q 	Bad you.ever gone to that vicinity before? 

"A 	Yes, I bad. 

"Q, 	Had you ever been parked in, front of that 

home before? . 

Yes, in the exact same spot. 

"=Q 
	

When had, you been parked it, front of 

that home prior to this occasion? 

A year before,. approximately in July 

of 68. 
ttq What was the occasion for your being 

21 

22 

in. that particular location a year earlier? 

"You may answer the question. 

"A . Ity hugband and I and friends were on 

our way down from Seattle, WashiustOn, to New 

23 
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"Mexico, and we stopped off in Los Angeles, and this .  

one:  particular person knew Harold True, so we gent 

to his house ,anci 'had a party.'' 
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Now, knowing Linda Kasabian• and her idea of a 

2 party, think that we can assume that the party involved 

3 drugs, narcotics, LSD, or whatever it might be. 

4 	 This is certainly not during the month that she 

5 says she didntt take any LSD. This is a year earlier, 

6 	 So, a party, it is a fair assumption, in the 

7 context of these• proceedings, itrOolved 

3 	 And here again are, circumstances Which are much 

9 more powerful than Linda Kasabiant s bare statements. 

1c1 

	

	 Linda tasabian had heen there before. Linda 

Kasabian, we can infer, der t ainly had partaken of narcotics 

12 there before. 

13 	 Linda Kasabian tells as that she had a certain 

14 number of pieces or pills when she went to. Spahn Rancho 

13,  She had a package of LSD. 

3,6 	 We can certainly infer that Linda Kasabisn's 

, supply perhaps had ended, and she remembered this particular 

resit:lenge of Harold True at a party place. 

.And we can certainly infer, forgetting her 

26 : words.*  that this is not a random choice of a location. 

This isn, t a random choice of location that Mr. Bngliosi 

and the prosecution would have us 'believe:. 

• 23. 
	 This is a choice of the one house. in, Los 

24. Angeles, that she had been in a year before. 

26, 	 •Zotx remember, she had been back East, she had.  

46 , separated from her husband„ and coincidentally, Somehow, 
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here We are at Harold True=' :s house. 

• Nob, after that questioning, it goes on: 

"Q 	You went into his house? 

• •11A. 	Harold True's house. 

11 Q 	Is this the house in front of which 

Manson told you. to stop the car? 

"A 	Yes, it is.." • 

In other words, she is telling us that Ifr. 

Manion, with no knowledge Whatsoever that she had ever been 

to Harold Trues place before, directed her to ,Harold 

Truets home. 

Again, looking, at our circumstantial evidence, 

the rule about circumstantial evidence, is it reasonable 

to infer ,that instead of Mr. Matson directing somebody. 

somewhere, Linda Kasabian was' suggesting and doing the 

directing to get ta a place that she had beet a year before. 

Not being too knowledgeable in the' Los Angeles 
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area, having been gone a year before, she is somehow 

out of her supply of whatever she vatted, and she went to 

a place 'where she had had a'party a year before. 

Is that unreasonable? 

Are these things that 'we are talking about now, 

are they just pulled out of the sky, out of whole cloth, 

or is there any reason to what we are saying? 

So, 'who in that car, VIM' in that car, knew 

Where Harold Trua's home was? 
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Linda Rasabian,  knew 'where Harold tree's tome 

was, 
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like to pass this 	it I may-just a mementi-for the 

record, if I can jUst say what it ii 	PeOplOs Ethibit 62. 

(The exhibit -is4passedte'the ,jdrY.-) 

That is a most sigdificant exhibit bPcaUse of 

the relationship of Harold Trtievshome ter the L:cBlanca 

home. 

It is very strange that the prosecution has 

not given us the. details of this relationship direetlyi 

If you go through the exhibits, 'we can. get it 

indirectlYA 

7 

Now, the prosecution has chosen not to go into 

13 	this for a very valid reason. 

14 	 ,Mr, Manson would have to be more than God. 

1.5 	He would have to be God and the speediest runner that 
16 	ever lived in order to do what he is supposed to have done 

in what Linda Kasabian says was four minutes at one place 

in these proceedings. 

AssuMing, just for the sake of discussion, 

that her'abiIity to remember time is off. be chooses to 

say four minutes, though, at that point in the, record. 
What Mr. Manson is accused of doing is unbelievable. 

He is accused of going up the steps -- pardon 

no 	up the driveway of this home. of Harold True. And 

if you integrate that platUre with IZ'oopIets Exhibit 64 --

again, we have the driveway, but this is an aerial view 
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16a-1 	 Now it, is very significant — 'if I may, I woUld, • 
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' taken prObably before somebody decided that they wanted to 

do certain things to Mr. Manson because he was Mr. Manson 

this pictUre shows the driveway and shows the relationship 

of Harold 'rue's house to the La Bianca home, 

If May pass this to you. 

(The: exhibit is passed tO the jUry.) 

The distance between Harold True'shome and, 

'the La Bianca home is incredible. Just to Walk, there it 

might take four 'minutes. 

' But for Mr. Manson to go into the La Bianca 

home? Mr, La Bianca is a sophisticated person, a man whb 

is the president of a chain of. markets. Go into that home 

and tie up Mr, La, Bianca the way the prosecution would 

have us ,believe-. excuse me Nat a minute -- (Et. Shinn 

and Mt. Kanarek confer) 

must pass this pictute and ask you to look at 

it just fOt the knot, keeping in mind the time that it would 

take just to tie Mr. La BIancals hands: 

seeping in bind the di-Starlet involved from 

the True house tp the La Bianca. houses  and keeping In mind 

that there is a fence. This aerial photograph_ shows a 

fence- which would have to be oVercome. 

'That person would have to go into the house. 

person would have, then, as far as Mr. and Mrs. La Blanca 

Were: concerned, would have to subdue them. 

Now, Mr. Bugliosi tells us that Mr. La Bianca 

, 
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and Mr4,- La 'Bianea Were somehow bemused by N. Hanson. 

Mr, Manson told them; 	4m tylpg You uP: It YOu don't 

say ahything4  if you clontV j do anyVling, you ale nOtjoing 

to be hurt. 

`This is what Mr. BlIgliosi hdO.tO14 Us In the 

prosecution's opening argument that this is what Mr. Manson 

did. 

The pictures show clearly that Mrs. La Bianea 

Was not tied up the way Mr. La Bianca was tied up, There 

is na indication whatsoever that the telephone wires were 

cut; There is nothing here in this record, or by any 

stretch Qf the imagination, anything that would indicate 

that Mr, La Bianca, and especially Mrs. La Blanca, that 

she was in any way made immobile.. 

So, it 1.5, utterly)Inreasonable, there arentt 

even two reasonable possibilities in connection with the 

La Bianca matter, if we keep in mind that the prosecution's 

own evidence shows. that Mr. and is La Bianca purchased ,a 

newspaper at Hillhurst and Franklin concerning the Tate 

matters which had happened the night before. 

Van you picture two people like Mr. and 

Mrs.. La.:Bianca just sitting and waiting there after 

, Mr;" La Bianca was tied up this wayt 

6- 

7.  

9 

10.  

12 
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4 

Mr. Manson they are portraying to.us as some 

laud of an arch fiend, F  some kind of a super type of 

criminal. This requires in four minutes or ten minutes 

or 15 minutes requires a capacity that is beyond any human 

being. 

It requires someone to enter a home; it 

requires someone to enter a completely strange home, a 

home that one has not been in before, and do what Linda 

Kasabian would have us believe Mt. Manson did, and then come 

out to the car and have a discussion about "what we are going,  

to do next." 

Now., again 	againi  when we loak at this, is 

that reasonable? By any stretch of the imagination is it 

reasonable? 

Here is another picture which shows the 

relationship of the True residence to the La Bianca home, 

and incorporated in all of this is no knowledge on the part 

of Linda Kasabian or anyone else that Mr. True did not 

live there at that time. 

So it isn't much of a master criminal that is 

going to commit murder in a house next door to a place 

where he is known. 

This is not only unbelievable, but it shows. a 

complete lack of -- a complete lack of the prosecution's 

ease. 

Linda Kasabian did not Say, even the prosecution 
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doesn't tell us that Linda Xasabian knew that Mr. True did 

not live there then-. Linda Xasabian, her state, of mind 

if ve were to believe, her testimony)  was that when 14r. 

Manson walked up that driveway,' Mr. True lived there. 

that kind of a person is Linda Kasabian? I 

she is going out on a night afinurder, and her state of 

mind is that Mr. Manson is going to do these things, and 

she thinks 

At that time she did not know Mr. True did not 

live there 	one of the pictures that is being passed 

, - around now shows she says that Mr."Manson went up Harold 

True's ,driveway. 

Her state of mind would have to be that Itr. 

Manson was going into Harold True's house. That is the 

driveway he vent up. 

And. if you look at this geography, here, to get 

'totheLit'tianca residence, you don't do it by going up 

Mr 	
4, 

Trde,  s residencb 

she did not know as Sp she did not know 

she sat in that car, assuming ;Just for t  few moments that 

just fear the sake of argument, assuming what she saps is 

so., here she ii, sitting'i‘n aft automobile„ allowing somebody 

purportedly to be in jeopardy of being killed, and she sits 

in that automobile and smokes cigarettes. 

Does that tax our believability? 

Here, I believe, is another picture which shows-. 

3 

4 
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11. 
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if T .may pass it p.ioup,c1 	which shows supposedly where the 

oar was „parked. 

Now, if we' look for jUst a moment at the 

testimony of Linda Kasabian, page 528.0 	actually the 

'r  question is at the botplg3, ofthe page, 5279; 
It 
	

When Er. Manson. was giving you. directions 

after the white sports car incident; did you know 

that you wexe going to end up in front of Harold 

True's place? 

THE WITNESS: No. 

"Q BY NR,. MUM: How long would you 

estimate after You 	Spahn Ranch the second night 

did you finally end up in front of Harold True! s 

place? 	. 

"AI know it was very late at night. There 

was very little traffic, 

"1 -will say around 2:00 o'clock in the 

morning. 

Now, when Manson directed you to stop, 

in front of Harold Truets- pLace„ did you recognize 

the spot? 

"THE WITNESS: Yes, I did,'right away#  

"4. 	BY MR. BUGLIOSIt Did you say anything 

to Manson. with respect to this? 

"A. 	Yes. 

°Q What did you say to hin? 
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, 'tA 	'Charlie, you are not going into that 

bous&I  are you?' 

	

11 Q, 	Did he say anything to you when you 

said that to him? 

Yes, he did. He said, 1 No, I'm going 

next door.' 
q 

"A 

rtA 

 HQ  

"A  

It o;  

"A 

lig 

"A. 

What was the- next thing that happened? 

He got out of the car. 

What was the.next thing that happened? 

Be got out of the car. 

All alone? 

Yes. 

Did all of you remain in the car? 

Yes,.. we did. 

'What is the next thing that happened? 

I saw .him put something in his pants, 

an object, I don't know what it was. 

"Q, 	Could it have been a gun or'a knife? 

"A 	It .could have been." 

ActuallY. the.  Court Sustained the objection to 

that, -after she had uttered the words. I objected on the 

ground it was calling.lor a conclusion and the Court 

sustained the objection. 

uR 	BY MR. BUQLIOSI: He put an object 

in his pants?" 

Again the Court-struck the answer. The- jury was 
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adliOnished to disregard it. 

13Y la. BUGLIOI: You. say he Pilt. an  

object in his pants? 

"At. Yes, he did. 

l'Ckz'frIghat is the next thing that he 'did.. 

'A 	Ile disappeared up the valkway$  the 

:driveFay, _leading_ towards ItaroldJ$ house, and 

,4 :  

5: 

•15 

couigt.-not follow-hira 	 He• just disappeared." 
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14 , ' 
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Now, here we have,' supposedly -- there is . 

nothing in this record or otherwise to shoW that Linda 

Kasabian knew that Harold True knew Mr. Manson, 

But in any event, here is Linda Kasabian 

allowing.sOmebody that she supposedly -- earlier she tells 

Us that she knew that murder was going to be committed 

that night. 

She sits in the automobile and she takes the 

word for no reason, not even from her viewpoint, she 

takes the word Of Mr. Man= who is this supposed wrong-

doer she takes the word that he is going next door. 

She sees him go up the driveway and disappear 

in Harold Truets house, not the La Bianca home, but 

Harold TrUets house, Now, if we take into consideration, 

try to put ourselves there at night, look at all the 

pictures, look at the foliage, look at the trees in that 

area. 

Is that believable? Is that believable? Is 

that reasonable? Is that reasonable? 

She now tells vs that She knew that Mr. Manson 

was no logger God. That had happened 24 hours or so 

earlier, she had come to that conclusion, and she site 

there in the autOmobile;and allows this to happen.. 

It Traver happened; it never happened. 0, 

Linda Xasabian and.whoever She went with, 

Tex Watson-or whoever it Was plat-she rent with, went to 
• 
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that area that night because Harold:True was there, she 

thought. She went there for some purpose peculiar and 

some purpOse particular to Linda Kasabian. 

She directed whoever went tO that house that 

night, because she had a personal desire. 

If we look at the reasonable circumstances)  

Linda Kasabianis knowledge of this city„'Linda Kasabian is 

the one that directed that car that night to that spot. 

And Mr. and Mrs. La Bianca, when they passed 

away, they were not tied up first and someone left and 

came back in. 

mr. and Mrs. La Bianca, by whatever means they 

were killed, they were killed by whatever happened inside 

that house by whateVer -- whoever went in there, they went 

in there.and did whatever they, did, or she or ,they or 

whoever it might be, and they;did riot leave. They did not 

le ave 

And once again)  once again Z think if we look 
e 	: 

at this.wallet0,4e come to a very, very,interestipif,p0int 

in this case, • ; 

Ladies and gentlemen,'part'of the iuierrogabion 

Mr. Bugliosi made -- I am saying this on' the -record, 

the court reporter is taking it down 	part of the 

interrogatian1Kr. Bugliosi made of Linda Kasabian con-

cerning that restroom, involved the merits restroom. 

And, if I may go into that at this point 
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2 

3, 

• 4 

6 

7 

  

MR.BUOLIOSI: There is no evidence of that, yoUr 

Honor. She Said the.went into. the women's restroOm. 

MR.. KANAREK: Well,' with all due 'respect -- 

THE COVRT: The jury heard the-evidence. Let's 

PrOdee4., 

MR. KANAREK: You zee this picture, here, is. a picture 

of Sharon Tate. As far as the passing away of thepe people 

is COncerned, that it very well documented, 

The'Coroner,Dr, Nogachi, and Dr. Katauyama have 

documented with great precision for us.the passing -- of. 

that aspect of the case. 

The prosecution has had'it documented with 

Ere4t precision. 

Now, the record in this case will reveal that 

as td People's Exhibit 70 .- let me pass this around, that 

is the tank which Linda Kasabian spoke about, where the 

wallet -- if I may, just for the record„ I will hand you 

People's 66 and People's 67 which -8.Te photographs of 

real property. 

.01r. icanarek hands the exhibits to the jury, 

atter which there is a. pausej 

COURTr' Do you ,have some further argument, 

Mr. Kanarek? 

MR. KANAREK: .Yes,,iour Honor, I did not want to 

interrupt the:Jury 

THE. COURT*: You may Jocit.4lue' your argument 
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MR, KAMM 	in viewing the pictures, your 

4 

5 

6 

7.  

8

42 

xs 

.15 

16. 

HOnor. 

Now, in connection with these pictures, we 

will notice that this restroom where Linda said she' • 

placed the wallet, dOesnft give you the detaila of the 

restroom. 

Now, here we have the picture of Sharon Tate, 

that aspect Of the case is given in great detail.. 

t 
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The only thing in evidence as far as this 

restroom is concerned is just a tank, a toilet tank. 

*There isn't, g. 	to us, even though 

. Mr. liugliosi interrogated concerning this, other pictures 

'that he used in the,interiogatiOn. 

We can, infer, and I do infer, that it was the 

men's restroom that Mr. BugliOsi interrogated partialiY • 

Linda Kasabian with, We can infer, Ne can make the 
us 

inference that just shOWing/the tank in this picture means 

that, once again, there is a Suggestionop- the• part of the 

prosecution to Linda KaSabian, and again, we have some 

fantastic, 1 mean, an unbelievable type of Coincidence, 

two days after the Grand Jury indictment in this case, two,  

days after the Grand jury indictment in this case, the man 

who pUrPortedly found this wallet, found this wallet in the 

lades t.  room, 

In other words, we are asked to belieVe that 

this Wallet stayed in. this tank for the months, from about. 

August the 9th, 1969 -- August, SepteMber, Octdber, 

Xovember, 	four months,. Four months in this ladies' 

restroom. 

We don't have that kind of documentation 

concerning the restroom by either Linda KaSabian or anyone 

connected with the station. 

The person who could tell us something concernin 

. thts would be the police °Meer who sUppogsedly got this 
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Wallet, to show some kind of a chain, to show the circum-,  

2 stances concerning this. Wallet. 

After the publicity ,hit the Los Angeles area, 

4 „just two days later, after the indictment of December, 1969, 

this wallet shows up in a restroom in Sylmar. 

And we are asked to believe that Mr. Manson 

wanted to start a race war this Way. We are asked to 

believe that by mean0 or. this wallet hidden in this toilet 

tank, this ,was to start a race war, because some black. 

person would,find this and use it. 

We have the unbelievable aspect, as fat as this 

wallet .s,concerned, of no connection, no showing. what that 

man told the police officer when the police officers first 

came to the scene. 

We,haVe,plenty of evidence -about what happened 
. 	- When police ttficers came ' to thei.scene at Otr,Tate' 

residence and the Polanski residence, but the police 

officer and/or his rep6rt't6the toI concerning this 

wallet is glaringly missing. 

There are no fingerprints•  in 'donnetion with 

anything as far as the inside of this wallet is concerned. 

There is no offer 'of eliminated or uneliminated finger-

prints in connection with this wallet as far as anything 

that we have been_given in this cOurtroom. 

How this wallet. got into that particular place, 

.if it did get into that place, is interesting to. think 
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.ahout. 

Whoever had thin wallet, did that person hear 

'_ . .about the Grand Jury inai6tmentl Did - that person go, to' 

that station and put this wallet in that station after 

Lhearing of the Grand JUry :indiCtMentl 

Is that lust a coincidence? NO days later, 

two days after the date of the Grand Jury, this man • 

supposedly finds this wallet it this particular tank, in 

2` 

4 

.5. 

6, 

7 

this particUlar glace in Sylmar, 

I think, and I think we All remember the 

police officer, how M. Bugliosi interrogated that police 

officer as to what the police officer said concerning 

Sylmar. 
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18a-1. 
   

We are told that Pacoima is a very black area, 

and in a very loose way we are told that some black people 

live in Pacoima. Very, very leading types of questions 

asked by Mr. Bugliosi of the police officer. 

10 Showing of any kind of demographic studies.. 

We have in the County of Los Angeles, there is a population 

study that goes on in this community. We pay for it each 

and every aday. There is a human relations bureau that 

keeps track of where the black people live. in this 

commtinity. ' And it is no problem at all to bring somebody. 

like that over here end show us the population density of 

black people. 

But the prosecution is relying once more on 

the prestige of the Los Angeles Police Department. 

And is that a way to start s, race war? 

Or did Linda Kasabian ever see this wallet 

prior to the time that she came back to Los Angeles and 

spoke with Mr. 

If we look at the words that are written in 

the La 'ipiar).ca re8idence, "Velter Skelter)"'itRise," all 

of the words that' were allegedly written there in blood, 

is there anything, is there anything, about those words 

that would pinpoint' the black intent as far as a race 
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. war is concerned? 

   

 

Is there anything about those words that would 

make us think that black people,-did it? 
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Now, we have a very significant -- I am sure 

that all of us will remember Linda Kasabian .testifying --

1 donit think / have to read the precise words -- it - is 

in the transcript. I don't have it located at this 

instant*. *ItboUgh I have it in my notes 7- but Linda Kasabian 

testifieaihat Charlie ,Batson. taid, on the' second. night, 

that he Was going to shim them how to do it. 

Re was going to show them hoer to do it. 

Veil, if this was a showing how to' do it, 

as to to two aspects,. as to the .passing• away of the La Bianeas 

and 'alt to the pinpointing of this and making it look like 

black ,people did it, what is there there to make anybody 

think that it is black people? • 

• If we' look back to August of 1969 and the 

Fiord "pig," there is the Griffith Park area right 

4mmediatel.7 adjacent to this Los Felix address. We all. 

know of the police problems that there have beet is. that 

Griffith Park area, the police problems- in the Griffith 

Park area involving people that go there and do whatever' 

they do, and where they have their differences with the 

police' and have called, the police pigs in that Griffith 

Park .area, those people -are not -- I suppose there are. 

some black people in there maybe, but they are certainly 

not a black type of population such that you would say 

it -wail a'black-white war that anyone could conceiva4y-  make 

the inference from. 
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Remember*  according to the prosecution's own 

evidence,'Belter •Skelter, taking the prosecution's viewpoint 

just fox a half a minute, everybody that went through that 

Spahn Ranch, I suppose, saw the words Reiter Skelter that 

were printed down in that particular wherever Helter 

Skelter was• written -- and, young people who go to the 

Griffith Park area, or wherever they go, and whoever they 

talk to, might have some reason for being in the Griffith 

Path area, I don't know. 

Admittedly what I an saying hat a bit of 

conjecture to it. 

But the fact remains that if Mr. Manson has 

this specific intent for Helter Skelter to cause all of 

us -- no one here, I dontt think any of us here are black — 

to, cause us• to think that black people came in'and killed 

white people, this is an awfully puny,. an awfully puny 

PtPtession. there is nathing there. 
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There are so many ways that this cpuld be pin-

, pointed as:beinOlack. 

' Like* Mr, Pi.4gerald says, you.  ;o out Venice 

4 8-0Ulevard all the way to Santa Monida, where Linda Kasabian 

went later on, she says. You toad put this wallet in the 

black part Of town.. 

You don't pUt It in Sylmar. 

.If any of us know the San Fernanda Valley areal  

Sylmar, Newhall,' Granada Hills, 1:1148Jon gills, Sylmar is 

10. 'itmediately adjacent. That i8n1t:ablaCk area, 

11 
	

You have to:go practically all. the way to 
12; 	West Virginia or Tennessee or something.to get to a black 

area from there, It is a completely white area, Sylmar Is. 

In fact, Mr. BugIiosi had to' bring up Pataima 

35 
	

in order to even,get a poliCe offiter whO has a' certain 

orientation to talk about black people. 

So, ,what we have again, what we have again, is 

' .1a Ai Confrontationl - a confrantatiOn,, and in that confrontation 

19 ' We have vestiges of some kind. of an appeal ta racial bias, 

20 	racial prejudice. 

23. 
	

Whatever Mr, Manson's philosophy may be, 
22 	whatever his personal philosophy may bey- that philosophy is 

23 	not on trial here. 

24 
	

What Mr. Manaan is on. trial fcg. is murder, 

25 
	

And if 'We take the prosecution evidence 

26'• - concerning Or. Manson and look at,it, we must cone to the 

. 	' • 

• 
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They are trying-70 overwhelm, us, they are trying 

to appeal to our basest.oUr Most unhappy typo 6t exotion, 

this Is something that 	calCulated by 

' the prosecution just IA order tolgeta cOnvActipn, id 

order to get a conviction. 
	- 	. 

At this time; what I woUld like to dos  I would 

	

. 	• 	. 	•  
like to .first 	I. am not going to pais this around and take 

up the time in doing that 	buthere we have OfendantS' 

Exhibit BD, which is in evidence, which shows that there 

is -a cortin frequency, whatever that frequency may be, in 

contectiOn'with the Maintenance of that tank in the -gas 

station, that tank in what supposedly is the ladles' 

restroom.. 

:We all remember the evidence where the man 

testified that there Was this procedure in connection with 

maintaining that gas station. ' 

Now, maybe Mr. Bugliosi is-  going to, tell srpu 

	

- that that . .gas station 	that the man didn't do what was 

written dOwn in the book, that he didn't maintain it every 

couple of hours. 

But in four months they maintained it. They 

had.topiek up.  the top, of that tank in order to maintain 

tht toilet. 

Now, what I want to do, if I may, is diOcuss 

5- 
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conclusion that the prosecution'is Intent upon just trying 

2 	to overwhelm,  us with dirt. 
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BusliosJe, when he spoke with you concerning 

conspiracy, as we discuased'preViOusly, he didn't disouss 

the law, and the principle of law that we are going to 

uae in this . case is the corpus delicti instruction. 

Literally, corpus delieti Means body, carpus, 

of the wrong. 

In other words, robbery has a corpus delicti, 

burglary has a corpus delicti. it isn't just murder that 

has a corpus delicti. Every, dime has a corpus delicti. 

The law rightfully provides that before - you 

can convict anyone, you first have to prove there .is a 

crime. 

NW, the prosecution in this case has,broad-

brushed this situation involving Mr. Mansonts statement. 

Now, there is also a principle of 'law that we 

are, going to use, that before any statements, alleged 

statements, of a defendant, no 'matter which way you 

denominate it, the prosecution wants to denominate certain 

statements as confessions- or admissions 	whichever .way 

you want to denominate it„ before • those oan be used in 

connection with a defendant, We first must find that .$ 

crime occurred.. 
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So it this case, before we can find that there--

that anybody is guilty of conspiracy, we have to first sit 

down and decide, is there a conspiracy. 

- - Nov, for the sake of description 1et4 s call that, 

circle a conspiracy (. Ranarek draws-a cirle on the chart 

and indicates thereon). 

Various people sitting around a table, so to 

speak, just diagrammatically, forming a conspiracy. Now, 

it is true a conspiracy does not have to be formed; We 

•do not have to form a conspiracy by sitting around a table 

and eicplieitly deciding that we are going out and rob a 

bank. 

We•can form a conspiracy without doing that.. 

But we must in fact ,have the specific intent 

to carry Out the object •c f'tti. conspiracy as well as having 

the specific intent to conSpire. 

••'That Specific intent maybe shown by circum-

.stantial evidence, but it.must exist. 

other wordsi we cannot juSt bootstrap.. our,. • , 

selves, as the prosecution would have us -do, into having 

-4, conspiracy jut because there iv a wealth of doaversatiat 

purportedly repeated iri this Ooktriroomi because Mr. 

„IalmbiOn or Sr. 'Watkins or /Av. IMLynia_or . anybody that 

'testified in this trial testifies that r. Manson uttered 

Certain words, that does not mean that there is a 

conspiracy.;  
r. 	• 

,194, 

.4- 
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We have Susan Atkins; we have Patricia Kren-

winkel; we have Charles Tex Watson; we have Charles- Mansont 

We have Linda gasabiant we have Leslie Van tauten. 

Ure also have a man who for some reason the 

-prosecution has not brought to this courtroom as a witness, 

the prosecution says he was with Linda KaSabian, Steve 

Grogan,' Clem. , We" have heard this gentleman spoken of. 

, For some reason prosecution has not, even 

thought •totiat. Linda g.Saban says she said she said, Mr. 

.Grogan has uat been brought here as a witness. 

Now, before we 	have a conspiracy there. has' 

to be the' specific intent on the part of these people 

to conspire. 

.They have to have intent to do what 	to carry 

 

9 ' 

la' 

 

is 

  

14 ; 

 

15 

16 

is 

19 

20 

2L 

out the purposes of the conspiracy, It is just plain 

horse sense. 

' Now, the prosecution, they want a conviction, 

so they put on people and as we go through this transcript 

we find witness after witness, witness after witness, 

mhere the Court has ordered us to consider the statements 

only as to Mr. Hanson. 

They did not bring anybody in here to show 

that Susan Atkins made any statements, Patricia Krenwinkel, 

Leslie Van Uouten. 

I am speaking now of the so-called Helter Skelter 

black and white war And all of that, They did not have 

22 

23' 

• 
,24 

26 

26 
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19-3 anyone. 

There is not one witness- where they -mention 

.anything .concerning this alleged conspiracy.' 

4 1 

	

	 Now, if somebody is, going to conspire; if 

somebody is going to conspire, they certainly are going 

6 	to have. a motive, a purpose for this: 

Mr. Bugliosi talks about robots; he talks. about 

8: automatons.' 

On Mr. Bugliosits statement you should come 

back immediately, in a half minute, with a not guilty as 

to Susan Atkins, Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Houten. 

They-are robots.; they don't know -what they are doing, he 

say.si 

Be cannot have it both ways. He cannot have 

it both, ways. For some reason, for some reason, because 

, 

11 

:1; 

13 

- 14 

15. 

of Re.. Manson' s 
	

because of Mr. Manson's complete and 

absolute 	I better not say it. 

TM COURT.: 	Kanarek, we are going to adjourn just 

a few ,minutes early tonight, and 1 will ask counsel to-

come into chambers :after the jury is excused. 

Ladies and gentlemen,' do not converse with 

anyone- or form. 'or express an opinion regarding this case 

.until 	finally. submitted to you, 

. The Court will adjourn until 9100 a.m. tomorrow 

morning. 

(Whereupon the members of the jury quit the 
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cO4rtroomo rmd the following proceedings were had in the 

Chambers of the Courts  outside the presence and hearing 

of the jury and the defendants, all counsel with the 

exception of Mt. Bughes being present:) 

TEE COURT: All counsel are present. 

lie have a three-day weekend coming up after 

tomorrow;  end I wanted to get some indication as to how 

we stand as far as the balance. of the arguments are 

concexnedi 

Do you have any estimate, Mr. Kanarek; as to 

how long it may be•? 

MR. iLWAREK: I don't think I will finish tomorrow, 

your lionorm 

THE COURT: Val, do you have any estimate as to how 

long you will be? 	' 

WARM ' To be candid,, / want: to be candid with 

the' C. 	A would say eeveral days, your Honor. 

7  

a 

ll 

12 

'13 

411 	14 

15. ' 
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MR. KAY: tAla 'That is rtal definite. 

THE COURT; Well,' I want to be candid with you, 'Mr. 

Kanarek, and i say this because. I think, it might be helpful, 

to yOu. 

You appear to me to be very disorganized in 

your argument, and repetitive. 

lao, your tanner of delivery is such that 

it puts almost anyone to sleep. 

Now, I am not going to tell 3iou how to make, an 

argument. 	am not going to tell you what to say or how 

to say it, but I would suggest to you that you may not be 

doing your client the most amount of good by prolonging 

itAnduly. 
3.4 	 A good argument is not necessarily a long one. 

15. 	 MEL UNAREK;  

'16 	 THE COURT; I would suggest also that if your co-counsel 

have, anything to say in this regard,, that you listen very 

carefully. 	donut know "whether they do or not. Maybe 

they will disagree with tie.. 

I Would give it some careful thought. 

MR. UNARM It may appear that way to the Court, 

but it Ls completely thought out, your Honor. 

THE. COURT: All good things have to come to an end 

too, lit..Kanarek„ and, that includes argwnents. 

1.1R. KAREN; Yes. 

THE COURT:-.  I have not placed any restrictions'on 

,17 

,18• 

- 2a. 

21 

22 

23 

. 24.  
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anybody as to argument, but when it goes beyond a certain 

period and I think that it is being prolonged unduly,' then 

I will have to do something about it. 

UNARM. Well I don't have the facilities of 

the District Attorney's. office, and a lot of clerks to 

stand there and hand me exhibits the way Mr. Bugliosi does. 

We were not even allowed to have an investigator 

inside the rail., so naturally, obviously I will have to do 

the mechanical aspect of the case. 

They wonit,even allow -- the people cannot 

even get inside the, courtroom, people to assist the 

defense. Ife cannot even get them in the courtroom, so 

1 have to-do' the mechanical aspect of it. 

And if necessary, I wilt tell it to_the jury. 

This is Completely .organized, and I have it 

completely and absolutely outlined. I know exactly 

and I have a purpose Ifor what I Sm.,  doing 'and the Court 

has -- 

THE COURT: I don't want to be unfair to anYbody. 

don't want to restrict anybody unfairly, but I am just 

giving you the benefit of my thoughts as to what I have 

'seen today. 

MR* MUM Well, that may be -- the Court is 

entitled to its viewpoint, bat of course I have these 

mechanical groblems becaUse your Honor has foreclosed us 

from having our people inside the rail. 

• 19a-2 
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Your BOnor won't allow us even to have -- not-

withstanding the prosecution having their police officers 

and everybody inside the courtroom and the rail, we were 

not even allowed to have another person inside the rail. 

THE COURTI:Mhat does this have to do with your 

argument? 

KANAREE: It has to do with the mechanical aspect 

of getting the exhibits. 

Tat CO URT : Do you want someone else to come inside 

the 'rail during 'your argument, is that what you are saying? 

1411. IONAREK: It's a little late now, your Honor, 
A , 

your Honor has previously made the ruling, 

THE COpRT: This is while the argument is going on. 

why is- it late? 

HR. KANAREK: Because I wouldhave to instruct someone 

between now and tomorrow morning, it's 'a little late, your 

Honor. I would be glad to try todo it but -- to try to 

do the mechanics of it, the mechanics of it are terribly 

difficult due to the restrictions the Court has imposed. 

,THE COURT: Mr. Kanarek„ I dontt tare whether you 

have someone in to help you or not. I am not suggesting 

you do so; 

MR. WARM This is new, your Honor, previously -- 

THE COURT: This is nothing 'new. We won't get into 

any prolonged discussion about it now. / gave you the 

benefit of a few remarks. You can take them for what they 

19a-4 1 

2 
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are worth. You can disregard them in their entirety if 

you like. 

tut I am going to tell you this is not going to 

go. on forever. 

MR. UNARM: I listen to everything. the Court tells 

me.' 

THE COURT: I would suggest you give some serious 

consideration to getting this thing organized because there 

may very veil dame a time that t will have to tell you you 

Have had sufficient time to argue. 

ER. KANAREK: It is organized, your Honor. The 

mechanical aspect pf it, t repeat, in connection -with the 

exhibits, is such that I have to do it ail myself.  becautm 

of the Court's orders. . 

THE COURT: All right,. well, that is all I have. 

we are here and the record may 

I submit to the Court and other counsel a written request 

for additional 'instruction. 

THE COUTI Yeti. 

R, KATt Is this the some one you submitted the other 

clay? 

MR. KEITH: No, it itnit. 

MR. KA: IS this in addition to or in place oi? 

MR. KEITH: This is in addition to. I already.  handed 

them to Mr. Shinn and Mr. Fitzgerald and I will hand a copy 

to Mk. Kanarek. 	 q. • 
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. THE COURT: All, right; we will discuss ail of the 

recently submitted instructions before. I give any of them..  

MR. KgrrHly Thank you. 

THO COURT: U.-there is nothing else we will adjourn 

until tomorrow morning. 

(Whereupon an'a4journment was taken. until 

the follawing day, Thutiday, December 31, 
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